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ÀB S TRACT

Bangladesh is an agriculture-based low-income country.

ÀILhough rice is the major crop' inadequate domestic produc-

tion has made food the single-most important import item.

The concern over the food deficit situation and its effects

on the balance of payrnents has made food self-sufficiency an

important príority. For balance of payments improvements,

an alternative is the promotion of jute exports -- the com-

modity in which Bangladesh has historically had comparative

advantage. This study seeks to examine the effects of the

al-ternative solutions of food self-sufficiency and export

promotion on real gross domestic product and the current

account balance.

In the sphere of production, rice cornpetes with jute for

agricultural land. A shift from jute to rice affects the

current account in two ways. lt reduces food imports, but

at the same time, it also reduces the vofume of jute ex-

ports. A macro-econometric model has been constructed to

evaluate the alternative solutions. The model incorporates

a disaggregated agriculture sector to examine the trade-off

beth'een rice and jute, and links the changes in the composi-

tion of agricultural output to real gross domestic product

and the current account balance. The behavioral equations
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are first estimated by the methods of ordinary least

squares, maximum Iikelihood and seemingly unrelated regres-

sions. The entire model, ai-ong with the restrictions and

ídentities, is then s imulated.

we perform seven policy simuLaLions using two instruments

-- changes in relative prices and increases in productivi-

ties of rice and jute, using each insturment in isolation as

weLl as in combination with the other. We obtained gener-

alLy beLter results for food self-sufficiency policies with
price and productivity increases for rice. This policy

unambiguously increases real gross domestic product and

produces generally better results for current account ba1-

ance than expansion of traditional exports. We propose that

to improve the current account balance the policies of food

self-sufficiency should be combined vith policies of export

diversification and import substitution. The main contribu-
tion of this thesis is that it explicitly examines the ex-

ternal sector st.abilization effects of the performance of

the agricultural sector and changes in agricultural output

composition.
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Chapter I

I NTRODUCTI ON

The balance of payments deficit problens of the fess devel-

oped countries (LÐCs), otherwise also kno!¡n as the Third

world countries, are now well knor+n and have been well docu-

mented.r Especially difficult has been the position of those

countries which can be classified as non-oil agriculture-
based LDCS. Bangladesh is one such country.

There are many reasons behind rising external deficits.
One issue of concern has been the high proportion of expen-

diture on food in the import bill of the country. Over the

post-Iiberation period (i.e., since 1972-73 ) food imports as

a percentage of total merchandise imports has been between a

1ow vaLue of 10 percent to as high a 45 percent. In the

recent years it has been in the range of 15 to 20 percent.

Food imports as a percentage of current account deficiL has

been even higher; fluctuating between a l-ow of 14 percent to

a high of 83 percent over the post-Iiberation period. In

the recent years it has been in the range of 20 to 30 per-

cent. this despite the fâct that rice is the major crop in
Bangladesh agriculture.

1 See, for example, world Bank (1985a),
( 1981 ) and LoxLey (1986).

-1-
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The concèrn over the food deficit situation and its ef-

fects on baLance of payments and exlernal debt has promptèd

caIls for the attainment of food self-sufficiency.
BangLadesh government has assigned this issue the highest

priority in agriculture. However, systematic and impartial

examination of the issue of food self-sufficiency has not

been done in Bangladesh.

An alternative to food self-sufficiency is export promo-

tion. Under this alt.ernative a country produces more of

those goods in which it has comparative advantage. The

deficiency in food is then financed by increased exports of

the exportables.

Seen from the above perspective the commodity in ¡qhich

Bangladesh has historically had comparative advantage is
jute. As a percentage of merchandise exporls juLe has ac-

counted for between a low of 57 percent to a high of 89

percent of export earnings over the post-liberation period.

It has been in the neighbourhood of 60 percent in the recent

years.

The principal purpose of this study is to examine the

effects of the alternative solutions of food self-
sufficiency and export promotion on real gross domestic

product (Gop) and the current account balance of Bangladesh.

Our intent is therefore to investigate whether appropriate

policy to promote either of the tl¡o solutions register gains
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in real GDP and/or help stabilize the current account bal-
ance by reducing the deficit.

The two alternaLive solutions are however closely inter-
connected in terms of the response of the economy to either
of them. In the sphere of production, jute competes r¿ith

rice for agricultural land. Àny shift from jute to rice or

vice versa due to policy changes will alter the composition

of agricultural output. If the relative response of the two

crops are different, real GÐP wiII change.

Policies which ãlter the composition of agricultural
output will affect the current account in two different
nays. Àny shift from jute (rice) to rice (jute) wilI reduce

(increase) import payments due to decreased (increased) food

imports. At the same time it will decrease (increase) ex-

port earnings due to reduced (increased) jute exports. The

net effect on the current account balance is a priori un-

known. It depênds on relative changes in acreages, the

rel-ative productivities of the t!¡o crops and the relative
prices of Lhe two commodities in the international market

for the individual years.

The study is undertaken by constructing a macroeconomic

model for the Bangladesh economy. The model outlines the

basic structure of the economy and has a disaggregated agri-
culture sector. The disaggregation of agriculture a1Ior,¡s us

to examine the effects of alternative policies on the compo-
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onsition of agricultural output ' and the effect of that

real GDP and the current account balance.

The pol-icy instruments used in examining the alternative

policies are basically of two types: i) policies which alter

relative prices of rice and jute to the producers, and ii)

policies which lead to increases in the productivities of

the two c rops.

The plan of the thesis is as follows: Chapter 2 outlines

some issues in economic stabilization and puts our thesis in

the perspective of Iiterature surveyed. A brief eLaboration

of hhe structure of the Bangladesh economy is presented in

chapter 3. The literature survey and the structure of the

Bangladesh economy forms the basis of the macroeconomic

model of the Bangladesh economy in chapter 4. The behav-

ioral equations of the model are first introduced, and then

the conplete model with aII definitions and identities is

presented. In chapter 5 the behavioral equations are esti-

mated and then the complete model is simulated. The rele-

vant statistics of fit for lhe endogenous variables of the

historical símula!ion as well as plots of predicted vis a

t1þ actual values are presented in that chapter. Chapter 6

is devoted to poLicy simulations of the modeL ' In aII we

perform seven poticy simulations of price and productivity

policies. The policy analysis presents and analyses the

effects of different alternative policies on real GDP and

the current account balance. The policy experiments include
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increases in rice prices, jute prices ( increasing one while

holding the other constant, i.e. , changing the relative

price), and increases in productivities of the two crops.

The price and productivity increases of the respective crops

are undertaken in isolation as weLl as in combination with

each other for each crop. Finallyr the concluding chapter

summarizes the nature of the study and its findings. Some

comnents on the scope of further work is also made.

We hypothesize (and later demonstrate) that Bangladesh

producers are responsive to changes in relative prices of

rice and jute. An increase in the relative price of rice
produces a reallocation of acreages in favour of rice and

away from jute. The reverse happens when relative price of

jute is increased. Changes in reLat.ive prices can be di-

rectly instituted by the government which currentLy provides

floor for the two commodities.

Increases in productivities can be attained by introduc-

tion of better seed-fertilizer technology and/or better

organization in production J-eading to increased motivation

in the part of the producers.

It is important to note that policies lhat promote pro-

ductivity increases wilJ. require the establishment or expan-

sion of institutions which encourage and market the produc-

tivity augmenting technologies. This may require consider-

able time and expenditure and will norrnally be a slow and

gradual process.
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The price policy is, on the ot.her hand, successful in
producing quicker resuLts. It can be undertaken under the

existing institutional structure and does not require estab-

Iishment of new institutions. If a given price policy can

help stabilize the current account balance, it can be under-

taken as a medium-run strategy --- a strategy that may be

integrated to a longer-run development plan. It can in that

case easè, at least in the medium-run, the constraints im-

posed on the development efforts due to scarcity of foreign

exchange.

Apart from examining the two sets of policy instrumenls

in isolation, we wiII also examine the effects of simulta-
neous use of more than one policy instrument in various

combinations. Those experiments will co¡nbine the use of

price and productivity policies. Needless to sâYr these

policies are matters of somewhat longer-run dynamics.



Chapter I I

I SSUES IN ECONOMIC STAB]LI ZÀTION

Economic stabilization in general means correcting imba-

lances bet\4een demand and supply in order to reduce economic

fluctuations. In the context of developmenL economics' it

relates to correction of balance of payments deficits and/or

controlLing domestic infLation of the less developed coun-

tries (t,Pcs).

While in principle stabilization policies may be neces-

sary to correc! both surpluses and deficits in the balance

of payments, in practice the LÐCs are typically faced with

deficits rather than surpluses. Àgain, in terms of price

slabilization, problems typically faced by the LÐCs are

those of inflation rather than deflation. Therefore, anal-

ysis and policies of economic stabilization have been made

with respect to balance of payments deficits and inflation'

2.1 THE BACKGROUND

The issue of stabilizatíon policies have gained increased

focus and attention with the recessions of 1970s and conse-

quent inflation and debt crises of the LDcs'

In the 1950s and 1960s stabilization issues were gener-

aIIy integrâted into broader contexts of economic growth and
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development . The choice of an appropr iate development

strategy implicitly took into account the question of eco-

nomic stabilization. This can be seen in the cLassic de-

bates of balanced versus unbalanced growth, export.-Ied

versus import-substitution strategy of development, and so

on.2 These models or strategies of development however treat
stabilization as basicaJ.ly a long-run issue rather than

short-run.

The perception of stabilization policies has since then

changed to a great extent to focus more on short-run imba-

Iances of the bal-ance of payments, and on inflation. The

Internationat Monetary Fund (I¡,lf') has been a leader in

taking this approach. IMF conditionaL financing arrange-

ments put pressure on the borrowing countries to take poli-
cies and measures for reducing short-term fluctuations. The

financing facilities are basically short-term lendings.

Þfhile in principle the World Bank's approach is to take a

longer-run view of the problems of economic stabilization,
it has, as Dell and Lawrence (1980) point out, played a more

passive role in the development of policies and lending in

this matter.

2 These issues are weII documented in the development Iiter-
ature. Meier ( 1984) is a good source book. See pp.
373-380 for balanced versus unbalanced grolrth debate and
pp. 388-405 for export-Ied versus irnport-substitution
debate. In the context of trade strategy, see also pp.
516-552 for discussions on inward-versus outward-oriented
development strategies.



The emergence of large scale private lending in ttre 19zOl

is another reason for a change towards short-term adjustment

policies. Since these lendings are short-term and are made

at market rates of interest, the borrowing countries, when

forced to borro¡,¡ from this market, make aII attempts to
correct their imbalances in the short-run.

It is useful to make an observation before we analyse the

literature. Most of the current Iiterature we review is
aggregate economics !¡hether they are supply determined (e.g.

Harrod-Domar type) or demand determined (e.g. neoclassical

or Keynesian type) in terms of their intelLectual basis.

This is true in most cases even when traditional/modern

sector (e.g. dual economy type ) analysis is used. Some

questions of stabilization, as we wiII see later, can be

addressed by making use of sub-sechoral disaggregation under

certain conditions.

2,2 THE DEBATE

While there is no disagreement in the Iiterature about the

desirability of correcting ínstabilities, thère is consider-

able disagreement about their origins and causes, and wide-

spread disagreements in terms of appropriateness of dif-
ferent policies to correct them.

Following Black ( 1981 ) , we can distinguish between in-
ternal and external sources of instability for a country,
recognizing however, thaL there are linkages between them.



An important external factor is fall
10

in export volume or

price and/or increase in import prices. Closely related
with this are oLher external factors like changes in capital
flow, international reserves and exLernal borrowing.

Failure to sterilize these changes by offseting domestic

operations can lead to cyclical fluctuations via changes in

domestic money supply under the fixed exchange rate system

prevalent in most LDCs.

Àmong the internal factors, one possible cause can be

fluctuation in the production of crops, which rnay sometimes

be due to factors beyond the control of the country. Àn

overly expansionary domestic monetary policy or an overly
expansionary fiscaL deficit supported by deficit financing

can create instabilities. Àgain, politically induced exces-

sive wage increases, investment projects or consumption

spending may act as additionaL factors. In fact, political
instability itself may be an important cause of economic

instabiLity. PoIitical instability may be of course of

either donestic or foreign origin. Ànother largety internal
factor, which has external influence as weIL, is the failure
to maintain real exchange rate.

Although the resulting instabilities appear to be clear
from the evidence, the literature on stabilization is di-
vided on the issue of its causes and remedies into tr¿o broad

groups. On the one hand, we have the orthodox-monetarist

explanation, emphasizing the importance of monetary vari-
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ables and focusing on donestic poLicies to analyze the

causes and prescribe cures for instabilities, On the other

hand, we have the sLructuralists, who maintain that deeply

rooted structural characteristics of the LDCs, in combina-

tion with global disorders, create domestic and external

imbalances; the structuralist prescriptions are therefore to
cure the structural problems.3

Monetarists believe that balance of paymenLs problems and

problems of inflation have their causation in monetary fac-

tors, Inflation and balance of payments deficits, according

to thèm, are caused by too rapid a growth of credit and

rnoney supply relative to the demand for it. Increase in

money supply leads to increase in imports via its effect on

aggrègate demand, which generate current account deficit.
The policy action also drives the capital account into def-
icit as capital flows out due to fall in interest rates.

Inflation, whích according to the monetarists is also a

product of the same policy action, aggravates the situation
even further. Exports become less competitive, and capital
outflow increases as real rates of interest are depressed,

sometimes even to negative levels (BIack, 1981). Under

fixed exchange rates aII these lead to balance of payments

deficits.

3 The monetarist approach may be traced to the writings of
Friedman (1968) and his laler writings, and others in the
Chicago School. It can also be found in the writings of
the IMF staff (see IMF 1977). Ðiscussions of structuralism
can be traced to the writings of Prebisch (1959, 1963).
Forma1 structuralist models are presented in Taylor (1979,
1983)
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A considerable volume of theoreLical and empirical work

on the balance of payments using the "monetary approach"

exists in the literature. À significant proportion of the

work has been done at the University of Chicago under the

guidance of Robert MundeII and late Harry G. Johnsona and

at the International Monetary Fund (IMF).5

A difficulty of using the monetary approach is that the

precise composition of the balance of payments remains unex-

plained in this approach. Balance of payments is explained

!¡ith reference to reserve-flow or capital-flow equation.
Models of monelary approach are highly aggregative, focusing

on the key monetary factors of the economy. Therefore, we

do not think that such models are appropriate for the anal-
ysis of balance of payments effects of policies affecting
sectoral and sub-sectoral, composition of output in the LDCS.

Structuralists use a broader brush to paint their expla-
nation of the problem. They assert that the rools of insta-
bi L i t ies l ie deep in the structure of the economy.

Structural problems like resource immobility, market segmen-

tation, and disequilibrium between sectoral demands and

supplies are characteristic of all LDCS. Given these

See, for example, Mundell (1962, 1963, 1968 and 1971) and
Johnson ( 1973a , 1973b, 1975, 1976a, 1976b, 1977a, and
1977b).

See IMF (1977). Fund economists have also written exten-
sively in various issues of the Staff Papers and otherjournals. See, for example, Àghevli (1975), cuitian(1976), Khan and Knight ( 1981 , 1982) and references
therein.
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traits, Foxley (1981) argues, the economy is prone to de-

velop extended bottlenecks as growth proceeds, caused by a

lack of supply response. Some of these bottlenecks incLude

supply of food, avail"abiLity of foreign exchange, the rig-
idity in the tax and expenditure structure of the govern-

ment, the inability to raise enough internal saving, and the

supply of various intermediate inputs like fueIs, ferti-
Lizers and transport facilities, Structuralists do not,
however, disagree that inappropriate domestic policies can

create instabilities. It is but one of the factors in their
Iist of explanations, and not one of the more important

ones. They would maintain that even if policies considered

to be "appropriate" by monetarists !¡ere implemented, insta-
bilities would remain, because the existence of structuraL
bottLenecks render the policies ineffective. StructuraÌists
also maintain that globat disorders, by creating external
shocks, work as another important source of instabilities.

To what extenL the instabilities in LDCs are caused by

mainly external factors as opposed to domestic factors is a

matter of debate. Black (1981) argues on Lhe basis of his
results of a discriminant anaLysis, t.hat success or failure
of stabilization policies depended largely on country char-
acteristics (e.g. size, development, openness, trade concen-

tration and direction of trade) along with internal re-
sponses to external disturbances and other internally gener-

ated disturbances. DeII (1981), commenting on Black's
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(1981) paper, however asserts that the difficulties in the

1970s have been "Iargely, though not exclusively, of ex-

ternal origin". While BIack's (1981) argument may be more

appropriate for middle income countries and the newly indus-

trialized countries, for the low income LDCs the effect of

external shocks have been more devastating.

Khan and Knight (1982) find close association bet!¡een

worsening of current account and deterioration of terms of

trade for 28 out of 37 non-oi1 exporting LDCS during

1973-80. In another study for a group of 32 countries for
Lhe period 1973-81 Khan and Knight (1983) estimated relative
conlribution of various external and domestic factors to the

behaviour of current account. Here again they find terms of

trade to be the most important explanatory variable. Thèy

ho¡,¡ever conc:.ude that external as well as domestic factors
are relevant in explaining the deterioration of current
account..

Experience of the 1970s and early 1980s show that exter-
nal1y generated events and forces have been important fac-

tors behind instabilities in the LDCs, The supply shocks

and the recessions, along with increased difficulties in
penetrating the markets of the DCs, have created huge trade

and balance of payments deficits for the LÐCs. Prices of

the exportables of the Iow income LDCs (mainly primary

goods) have increased at slol¡er rates than the prices of

imports (rnanufactured and intermediate goods, capital goods,
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food and oiL). Às a result, the combined debt of the LDCs

has increased to an extremely high level compared to hisLor-
ical standards. External debt has increased from 14 per-
cent of cNP in 1970 to 34 percent in 1984, which has in-
creased the debt to 135 percent of exports in 1984 compared

to 109 percent in 1970. Consequently, debt service has

increased from 15 percent of exports in 1970 to 20 percent

in 1984 (wÐR 1 985a: 23 ) .

When r,re enter the policy area of economic stabilization
for the LÐCs, we step into a minefield of disagreements. In
general, there is a wide variety of policies available to
governments to deal with instabilities. LoxJ.ey (1986) cat-
egorizes them under four broad headings: (a) demand re-
straint policies using monetary or fiscal instruments; (b)

exchange rate adjustmentsi (c) direct controls; and (d)

I iberal izat ion measures,

The monetarist approach is usuaLLy focused on the use of

a few policy instruments: Control of money supply, control
of price J-evel, exchange rate devaluation and the restora-
tion of 'appropriate' interest ratès. These come under the

broad categories (a) and (b) noted above. However, in the

long run, LDCs being smal1 open economies, can influence
only one of the policy instruments. When one is chosen, the

other three adjus! automatically through the forces of de-

mand and suppLy (domestic and foreign). Under this prin-
ciple, a compfete integration of an economy with the worLd
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economy wilI bring prices, interest rates and exchange rates

in l-ine with the Ievels prevailing internationally. This

leads us to the monetarist conclusion that in the long run,

balance of payments deficits are self-correcting.
Monetarists caution that if governments attempt to regulate

more than one variable, the economy wiII move into a state

of disequilibrium in real- or financial market.

The monetarist policy package outlined above was one

r¡hich was applied in 1950s and 1960s. Foxley (1981) argues

that monetarist stabilization policies implemented during

the 1970s have tr,¡o new components: (i) the policies are

being applied by authoritarian military governments; and

(ii) the policies have some long-term components. He uses

the example of Latin Àmerican countries to support his first
point. The policies constituting the second component fal1
under the fourth broad category of policies outlined above

(i.e. liberalization measures). These involved structuraL

changes like reducing size of the public sector, creating
private capital markets, redefining the participation of

private enterprise vis a vis labour organizations, and

opening up the economy to free trade. These measures are

impJ.emented with the objective of allowing the market forces

and the price system to r,¡ork freely i.e., for "getting the

prices ri.ght". Foxley (1981) cafls this "a form of struc-
turalism using orthodox instruments". Ho!¡ever, its flavour

is monetarist and its main aim is to integrate the domestic

economy into the worì.d economy.
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For several reasons (to be discussed below) the immediate

impact of monetarist stabilization policies are mostly con-

tractionary (deflationary) . Krueger ( 1981 ) suggests that
these are short-term costs as a necessary price for
achieving longer term benefits. The benefits, according to
her, are long-run GNP growth of two to three percent., at the

probable cost of a loss in GNP by one to tlro percent for one

year or eighteen months.

Structuralists believe that under the conditions of
structural rigidities and bottlenecks, monetarist stabiliza-
tion measures cannot produce any fruitful resuLts in the

Long-run. GlobaI disorders, which tie outside the control,
of LDCS, cannot be correctèd by domestic monetary and fiscal
policies. A typical monetarist stabilization package, ac-

cording to them, will be deflationary. Restrictive monetary

and fiscal policies create deflations which may be as severe

as to decrease real wages by 20 to 40 percent (DeIl, 1981).

This view finds support fron Foxley's (1981) findings on

some Latin American countries.

The typical policy package containing Iiberalization
measures, devaluation, credit restrictions and establishment

of positive real interest rate, often turns out to be infla-
tionary, which is precisely what the policy attempts to
control . Most LDCS are characterized by the existence of

monopolistic f ir¡ns. Prices are therefore set monopolisti-
caIly. Foxley (1981) suggests that inflation may increase
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due to inflationary expectations overshooting actual infla-
tion as price controls are removed and oligopolistic firms
are free to set higher prices. He argues that declining
wages and rising prices worsens the distribution of income,

and lhe cost of stabilization is paid largely by the lower

income groups. The cost is further increased as unemploy-

ment also increases as a result of deflation,

Inflation may also increase if nominal interest rates are

allowed to increase sharply, and if interest costs are sig-
nificant eLements of total cost. Therefore, white there may

be decreases in real ¡,¡ages, cost push inflation via in-
creases in interest rates remain a possibility.

Another possible source of cost push inflation, pointed

out by Àhluwalia and Lysy (1981), is through increased cost

of imported intermediate inputs after deval-uation, If the

domestic industrial and manufacturing sectors are heavily
dependent on such imports which cannot be produced at home,

the inflationary impact can be significantly high.

The monetarist position of considering inf l-ation to be

the consequence of inappropriate domestic policies is also
contradicted by the Scandinavian model of inflation. The

Scandinavian model shows that a smaI1 open economy can ex-
perience inflation if its powerful trading parlners deveì.op

inflation; the economy is susceptibLe to what is going on in
the rest of the world. In that case, inflation is largely
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imported f rom abroad.6

Eenefits of devaLuation on balance of payments depend on

the demand elasticities of exports and imports.
StructuraLists are generally pessimistic about the benefits
of devaluation, especially for lhe low income LDCs. Some

demand and supply side factors are responsibJ.e for this
pessimism. On the demand side, since LDCs are price takers
in the world market, devaluation is unlikely to al,ter the
foreign currency price of their exports. Consequently,

there is no change in export demand and the country has to
export more in order to finance the pre-devaluation level of
imports. On the suppty side, the problem may arise due to
Low substitutability between traded and non-traded goods ---
a structural probJ.em. That mèans, èven if export demand

increased, many or most l-ow income LDCS may not be able to
expand their exports to meet the increased export demand.

This is especially true for products which have specific
factor inputs that cannot be altered readiJ.y. Coffee, tea,
cocoa and rubber are the best examples.

Import demand also may not be responsive due to both

demand and supply factors. Some imports, Iike essentiaL raw

naterials and intermediate inputs, for both export and im-

port competing industries or other sectors, may be essential
or need to be used in fixed proportions with other inputs in
production. In that case, these imports are tikely to

6 For discussions
and Seater ( 1 978 )

of the Scandinavian model
and Fr i sch (1977).

see Santomero
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change very Iittle. Again, it is generaJ.ly hoped that as

prices increase wíth devaluation, some domestic import sub-

stituting industries will develop which wilL reduce imports.
These hopes may not materialize due Lo the exislence of
structural rigidities in the LDCs. Therefore, with devaLua-

tion, there may be large price increases with very 1ittle
import reduction. If exports do not increase sufficiently,
the balance of payments will deterioraee even further. This
is ironic because the objective of devaluation in the first
place was to reverse the deterioration.

Loxley (1986) points out an important inconsistency of
universaL application of devaluation. He argues that due to
global origin of the problem, exchange rate adjustments as

general prescriptions for aLl- LDCs may lead to competitive
devaluation and not expansion of total market. for the prod-

ucts of LDCs. He calLs it "a fallacy of composition", It
simply means that !¡hat may be good for one country may not
be good for all the countries if they try to implement it at
the same t ime.

The alternative poLicy prescriptions of the structural-
ists are not as simple, clearcut and universal common

package as bhat of the monetarists. It is inportant for the
structuralists to first distinguish between lhose elements

of a balance of payments deficits for which a LDC is itself
responsible, and those elements that are due to factors
beyond its control. The external problems are to be deal!
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different forum; only the in-
the control of individual coun-

Ðue to diversity of the LDCs in terms of their size,
development, production structures, nature of exports and

imports and so forth, the structuralists believe in formu-

Iating a different set of policy proposal for each country.

Hence, the possible and desirable way of stabiLization wiIl
vary from country to country.

Chenery (1981) points out that it is misleading to con-

sider stabilization as a primary objective in itself rather

than a means to a broader developmental goaI. Structuralist
policies, by taking a more gradualist approach, and by se-

Iecting policy instruments for specific sectors, demonstrate

importance for longer-term policies and more direct commit-

ment to economic development. They have a greater commit-

ment to meeting basic needs, promoting more equitable dis-
tribution of. income and accomplishing nationaL economic

integration. National economic planning is sometimes seen

by many as an important way of implementing structuralist
policy package.

It can be seen that the structuralist policies are more

complex and involved, r¡hich make them more difficutt to
administer. À government has !o have a great deal of admin-

istra!ive skiII to administer them. To be successful , ac-
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cording to Foxley (1981), a government must advance consis-

tently on three fronts: price stability, structural reforms,

and income redistribution. The balance is very precarious.

It can be disrupted easily by dissatisfied pressure groups.

Critics of strucLuralism attack it on the grounds that it
Iacks elegance and sound theoretical foundation. Harberger
( f 981 ) , for example, argues that structuralism is not a

theory in the sense lhat monetary theory is. If it is to be

considered as a serious scientific theory or approach, he

says, its scientific content shouLd be set forth as some

counterpart of demand for money for real cash balances. But

as we have seen, the nature of the problem is such that it
is extremely difficult, perhaps not even desirable, to for-
mulate a universal theory or model from the structuralist
perspective. Ho¡,¡ever, Fishlow (1981), while being sympa-

thetic to the structuralists, maintains that a large part of
the appeal of orthodoxy is the failure of alternative strat-
egies. According to him, a more persuasive option remains

to be fully defined.

It is important to note that most stabilization packages

put uneven responsibility on the shoulders of the balance of
payments deficit countries for correcting the imbalances,

irrespective of the source of the instability. If viable
long-run solutions are to be found, the international commu-

nity !¡ould have to shoulder some burdens of adjustments for
externally generated instabilities. In this context DeII
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and Lawrence (1980) recommend that more cooperation should

be established betr,¡een the World Bank and the IMF in order

to coordinate Iending for particular circumst,ances and to

bridge the gap between short-run and long-run lending.

2,3 À POINT LARGELY OVERLOOKED

The literature on economic stabilization has Iargely over-

Iooked the significance of the composition of agricultural
products in reducing instabilities of the external sector.

This thesis focuses on this issue in the context of the

Bangladesh economy. The probJ.em, however, has broader ap-

plications to aIl LDCS that have agricuLture sectors similar
to Bangladesh.

Many food deficit LDCS depend on cash crops as the major

source of foreign exchange earnings. While there are do-

mestic and international political reasons for the advocacy

of food self-sufficiency for lhe LDCs,7 the economics of the

matter has to be carefully examined.

A move tov¡ard self-sufficiency in food for these coun-

tries wiIl alter the "composition" of agricuLtural products

produced. Other things remaining the same, less will now be

produced for exports. While the country wiII save foreign

exchange due to lower food irnports, it will also earn

smaller amounts of foreign exchange due to reduced exports.

The net effect on the current account depends on the do-

7 See, for instance, McHenry and Bird (1977) in the context
of Bangladesh.
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mestic marginal rate of transformation of food and export

crops and their relative prices in the international market.

In the interest of improving the current account balance,

the LDCS must choose an appropriate composition of agricul-
tural output. The optimum mix may or may not move the indi-
vidual economy toward self-sufficiency in food, but will
increase its capacity to consume more,

The Iiterature on economic deveLopment and LÐC debt and

balance of paymenhs issues do not explicitly deal lrith the

"composition" question in the manner in which we wish to
focus in this work. The importance of agricutturer spè-

cia11y for the low-income agriculture based LDCs is, how-

ever, recognized now by many more development economists and

policy makers than a decade or t\,¡o ago.

Rashid (1981) constructed a short-term macro model for
the Bangladesh economy which contains elements of both

supply determined models as ¡.¡eII as Keynesian aggregate

demand models. Rashid (1984) also constructed a similar
five-block model for the Philippines economy. His estima-

tion results for both the economies show that these econo-

mies demonstrate import dependence of production. It is
therefore important to take into account the constraints
imposed by the availability of imports in assessing invest-
ment behaviour. In general, r+e may expect the marginal
propensity to import to be fairLy high for these economies.
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These models are however highly aggregative and cannot be

used to analyse the changes in the composition of output.

Hence, the analysis of the balance of payments effects of

changes in agricultural product composition necessitates the

construction of a somewhat different model.

A macroeconomic model for the Malaysian economy outlined

by Semudram (1982) contains a fairly detailed description of

the structure of the economy. Ho!¡ever, his focus was into

breaking down the domestic sector in terms of tax revenues

coming from different sources, and disaggregating the ex-

ternal sector into various categories of exports and im-

ports. He also estimates export supply rather than demand

functions on the basis of the argument that Malaysia is a

small counLry and it supplies its exports at given world

prices. While this may be a sound argument for many prod-

ucts, for some of the exportables of some LDCS one would

have to estirnate demand functions because a significant
proportion of rnarketed output may corne from one country.

For example, this would obviously be the case for raw jute

exported by Bangladesh. The Semudram (1982) model, Iike the

models by Rashid (1981, 1984), also cannot be used to ex-

amine the composition question.

Taylor (1979) is a useful source book outlining models

which focus on various aspects of LDCs. The tèchniques used

are mainly those of social accounting matrix and input-

output analysis. Although these methods are useful and
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provide valuabLe insight about various features of the econ-

omies of the LDCS, policy analysis using simulation tech-
niques are done by specifying a model strucLure and econo-

metrically estimating the parameters. NevertheLess, the

Taylor (1979) models can provide instructive guidance in
model building for LDCs,

Taylor ( 1983 ) constructS a number of structuralist
models. Àccording to him, "an economy has structure if its
instilutions and the behaviour of its members make some

patterns of resource allocation and evolution substantially
more IikeLy than others. Economic analysis is structuralist
when it takes these factors as the foundation stones for its
theor ies" (TayIor 1 983 :3 ) .

The level of disaggregation presented in some of Taylor's
(1983) models are higher lhan most other current Iitèrature.
For example, two of his models are for economies with impor-

tant food sector and mineral export sector, respectively.
What is missing in them is that they do not address the
question of composition, and the possible effects of changes

in the composition of output in an important agriculture
sector on the baLance of payments. Howevèr, there is clear
recognition in his writing about the importance that sec-

toral analysis can play in policy making. ',Once any model

of the economy is extended from one to several sectors,
changes in relative prices of the different outputs can play

a key role in the short-run adjustment process'' (Taylor

1983:37).
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It is no\,¡ accepted by most, if not all-, students of eco-

nomic development that a development straLegy of the Western

style is not r¡elL suited for the needs of the LDCS.

Following the experience of the developed countries, the

Western approach cal1ed for growth through industrializa-
tion. The Lewis (1954) model provided the theoretical back-

ground for the adoption of such strategies in many LDCs in
the 1950s and 1960s. The duaf economy model and industrial-
ization strategies came under attack in the 1970s. In a

more recent article, Lewis (1979\ admitted that the develop-

rnent of the "modern" sector in some cases may not benefit
the "traditional" sector, and the modern sector may grow at
the expense of the traditional sector.

The lack of success with development programs in many

LDCs have nor,¡ been attributed to their relative neglect of
the agriculture sector. Consequently, a body of literature
has evolved on the importances of agriculbure-industry in-
teraction and their complementarity, as weII as the need for
overcoming the weaknesses in agriculture. s

Our contribution to the growing literature is to exanine

hov a change in the composition of agricultural output can

produce improvements in the current account baLance. For

nany LDCS both food and export crops are seasonal crops that
compete for the same land as they are grown during the same

season side by side under identical cLimatic conditions. Àn

8 See Meier (1984) pp. 406-422 for some of the representa-
tive works on these issues.
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"appropriate" policy action can change the incentive struc-
ture for the growers and create desirable substitution be-

tween the crops to benefit the current account. The model

l¡e consLruct in chapter 4 takes into account this sub-

sectoral disaggregation so that important policy questions

can be examined for the Bangladesh economy.

The noveJ.ty of this approach is it does not require any

major st.ructurat changes i.n the economy, and it therefore
can be applied vrithout much difficulty or long Iags. The

benefit in the current account is of great importance to the

LDCS. we propose it as a medium-run slrategy for LDCs like
Bangladesh --- a strategy that can be integrated into a

longer-run program of national development. It would pro-

vide the policy makers and planners some additional and very

crucial medium-run "breathing-room" by easing the foreign
exchange constraints.

2.4 CONCLUÐ]NG REMARKS

Most of the current literature on economic stabilization of

LDCs is aggregate economics. Even when the dual economy

traditional/modern sector analysis is used the disaggrega-

tion in terms of composition of output of different impor-

tant products is not generally made.

For many agriculture-based LDCs product composition in

agriculture can be a very important matter. The same land

may have alternative uses in terms of production of food for
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domestic consumption as opposed to production of export
crops. Many LDCs exporting agricultural products are also
food deficit countries. Balance of payments consequences of

changes in product composition is lherefore a cruciaL policy
question for these countries, most of which al.so face bal-
ance of payments dif f iculties.

ln this study lre propose to investigate the importance of
the composition of agricultural output in influencing the

curren! account balance of the Bangladesh economy. For

Bangladesh, the most important export and import items are
jute and food respectively. In the sphere of agricuttural
production, rice is the basic subsistence crop while jute is
the major cash crop for the farmers. The t!¡o crops arè

seasonal and compete ¡,¡ith each other for land during the wet

sea son .

A change in the composition of production of these crops

affects current account directly. Increases in jute produc-

tion wiII increase export earnings, but at the same time

will increase the food import bill as less food can now be

produced domestically. We wiIl examine how changes in the

composition of the crops produced affects the current ac-

count of Bangladesh under these circumstances with the help

of an open-economy macroeconometric rnodel.



Chapter I I I

BANGLADESH ECONOMY

This chapter presents an overview of the basic structure
the Bangladesh economy and serves as the building blocks

the macro modei, to be conslructed in the next chapter.

ÀIthough the estimation of the modeL to be developed wiII
use data from both pre-and pos!-Iiberation periods in order

to gain advantages of a larger data set, the descriptions in

this chapter mainly concentrates on the Bangladesh period.e

This is because the analysis and policy simulations to be

done later is in the light of the present conditions of the

economy. However, a brief account of the nature and conse-

quences of economic exploitation of Bangladesh during the

Pakistan period is given in the section below.

3.1 THE PAKISTAN PERIOD

When the 200 year old British rule of the Indian subconti-

nent ended, two countries, India and Pakistan, were created

in 1947. Pakistan v¡as created as the homeland of the

Muslims of the subcontinent. lt had t!¡o wings--- East and

West Pakistan---separated by 1000 miles of Indian territory
in between.

s Bangladesh was Iiberated from Pakistani rule on Ðecember
16, 197 1 following a nine-month long bloody ¡lar of Iibera-
tion.

of

of

-30-
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The union of the two wings tur.ned out to be an unhappy

one. Pakistan period (1947-1971) turned out to be an era of
economic exploitation and political suppression for the
peopJ.e of Bangladesh.

Table 3.1 shows the growth of dispariby in per capita
income bet!¡een East Pakistan (now Bangladesh) and West

Pakistan during the pre-liberation period. The disparities
were mainly the results of uneven and unequal distribution
of development expenditures, foreign aid and other public
allocations. This was further exacerbated by the diversions
of the trade surpluses of East pakistan (mainly from jute)
to West Pakistan along h'ith the flight of capital from the

eastern wing to the western wing through pakistani merchants

and industrialists. r o

The emergence of BangJ.adesh as

the outcome of the long struggle
and economic---which to the Iast
refused to give.lr

For some of the statistics on
East ånd West Pakistan see Ahmed

An account of the struggle for
given by Àhmed ( 1978) .

an independent country is
for autonomy---poli t ica I

day the Pak i stan i regirne

the disparities between
(1978).

autonomy is elaborately

lo
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3.2 THE POST_LIBERÀTION PERI OÐ

Bangl-adesh is a smaII, densely populated agriculture based

country. Within an area of 55r598 square miles, the country
had an estimated population of 89.9 million in 1981, giving
rise to a population density of 1617 persons per square mile
(Population Census 1981). With an average annuaL rate of
gro!¡th of 2.2 percent, the projected population in 198b was

98.6 million (Statistical pocket Book 1983). About B5 per-

cent of the population lives in the rural areas vrhere they

are predominantLy engaged in agricultural activities; esti-
mates sho!¡ that nearly 71 percent of the rural labour force
is engaged in agriculture (Population Census 1981).

3.2.1 The Real Sec t or

During the post-liberation period (i.e. since 1972), cDp

grov¡th rate has been positive in real terms. Real grov¡th

rate has, however, fluctuated between a low of 1.1 percent

and a high of 11.6 percent during 1972-73 to 1983-84 period.
(world Bank, 1984). Per capita reaL growth rate has not

been always positive. Per capita incone in 1980-81 at cur-
rent prices was Taka 2,180 which translates to about. U.S.

$100.

In terms of employment as well as output, agriculture is
the most important sector. However, the share of agricul-
Lure sector in GDP has been going down over the years, while
those of industry and services have been increasing. In
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1972-73 agriculture accounted for 58 percent of GDp, whereas

in 1982-83 its share !¡ent dor¡n to 48 percenL. Within the

agricul-ture sector, crops account for nearly 80 percent of

the sectoral output. Àgriculture is also the most important

sector in terms of export earnings, because jute and jute
goods are the major export items of Bangladesh, amounting to
more than 50 percent of the vaLue of merchandise exports
(WorId Bank, 1984 ) . Tabte 3.2 sholrs the gro¡,¡th of cDP and

its sectoral distribution during the post-liberation period.

Being the most important sector, success or lack of suc-

cess in agriculture has profound influence on economic sta-
bility and overall economic development of Bangladesh. This

sector, however, has been, and still remains, reJ-atively
neglected, despite a lot of lip service since the pre-
1i bera! i on, Paki.stan period.

Ðuring the Pakistan period, in the 1950s and 1960s, im-

port substitution industrialization policy was vigorously
pursued, and the government consistently discriminated
against agriculture, and against East pakistan.l2 Although

the BangLadesh governnent has softened the tone somewhat,

discrimination against agricuLture stiJ.l persists. The

share of public expenditures designed for the rural sector
remained between 20 and 30 percent in late 1970s (vylder and

Àsplund, 1980:27).

12 For a detailed discussion see,
Khan (eds.), (1972).

for exarnple, Griffin and
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An analysis of food production and food policies also
demonstrates the bias against agriculture. Increase in
foodgrains production has not kept pace !¡ith the increase in
populaLion for the last three decades. In the 1950s, rice
production increased at only 0.7 percent per annum compared

with a nearly 3 percent rate of growth of population.
Despite improvements in the 1960s, rate of growth of food

production remained below population grov¡th rate. As a

result, foodgrain imports greh' from 0.5 million tons a year

in the early 1960s to I.5 million in 1969-70 (Bose,

197 4 :1 48) ,

Despite its rhetoric of a broad base, food policy in
Bangladesh appears to have been formulated to benefit mainly
the urban consumers. The government intervention extends to
the three spheres of production, pricing and distribution.
Input subsidies are the principal components of government

invoLvement in production. With respect to pricing, govern-

men! has attempted to maintain price by announcing a minimum

price for government procuremenL. It has also recently
engaged itsel-f in open market operations, in a Iimited
scale, in order to stabilize food prices. In the sphere of
distribution, government is involved in supplying subsidized
food through the ration system. Holrever, the rationing
system is geared to serving mainly the relativei-y small

urban population. Under the current ration system, 2/3 of.

the supply goes to the urban popuLation, even though the
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ruraL poor are about three times the number of the total
urban population (Ahmed, '1 984).

It has been extensively discussed in the literature that
food problem is essentially a problem of povert.y.l3 The

failure of food policy in Bangladesh is mainly due to the

inability to integrate successful anEi-poverty policy with
food policy. Policies aimed at merely increasing the suppJ.y

of foodgrains cannot be successful if there is insufficient
effective demand. In fact, the extent of poverty has in-
creased over the years. Estimates show that while 5 percent

of the population in 1963-64 could be categorized as "ex-
tremely poor", who were unable to cover 80 percent of recom-

mended daily average caLorie intake, this proportion in-
creased to 41 percent by 1975 (Vylder and Àspì.und, 1980:5).

The proportion is expected to have increased further over

t.he last ten years.

Bangladesh agricuLture is characterized by a highly un-

equal distribution of land holdings, and an increasing trend
in Landlessness. The modest incidence of Iarge estates is
mainly due to the general shortage of 1and, rather than an

egalitarian land ownership structure. Table 3.3 shows the

distribution of land holdings in Bangladesh. It can be seen

that Less than I percent of the households owned nearly 46

percent of agricultural land in 1979. On the other extreme,

over 60 percent of rural househoLds owned Less than one acre

1 3 See, for example, Sen ( 1981 )
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of land each in the same year. This implies that' any mod-

ernization policy aimed at reaching the smallholders owning

as little as one acre of land still excLudes over 50 percent

of rural. households.

With this background, the performance of lhe agriculture
sector has not been encouraging. production of foodcrops

have increased from the five-year average of 10.8 miltion
tons during 1965-70 to 12.8 milLion tons during 1925-80, but

it has not been able to achieve the food policy aim of self-
sufficiency. Moreover, at the same time, acreage and pro-
duction of jute and other crops tike pulses, oilseeds,
spices and vegetables have declined. For example, jute
production has dropped from 7.1 million bales in 1969-70 to
4.9 million bales in 1982-83 (World Bank, 'l 984:59). The

trade-off betr'reen food production and jute is clearly evi-
dent from thi s.

Despite the modest increase in the production of food,
Bangladesh continues to experience a food deficit of about

10 percent. Food import bi1L, therefore, competes with
other importables like capital goods, energy, industrial raw

materials and intermediate goods. Consequently, the balance

of payments difficult.ies of 1970s were not only due to in-
creases in oil prices, but to a great extent due to in-
creases in food and other prices. Sobhan (1979) shows, by

comparing 1972-73 with 1974-75, that the increase in oil
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inprice biIJ. accoun!ed for only 20

import biI1.
percent of the i nc rea se

Shorlage of food and dependence on food aid aLso makes a

country vulnerable to international food potitics. In the

case of Bangladesh, it became clearly evident during the

famine of 1974.14 It can easily upset the stability of an

ec on omy .

3.2,2 Some Structural Biases

Vylder and asplund (1980) argue that the failure of the

rapid growth of the agriculture sector is due to the exis-
tence of some biases and contradictions in agricultural
policies. First, the urban bias, is a legacy of the British
ru1e, followed by the PakisLani rule. It is reflected by

high urban-rural income inequality, unequal access to food

and social services, Iow share of public and private devel-
opment expenditures on agriculture, and capital drain from

rural to urban sector. Since through subsidized rationing
food policy tends to depress food prices, agriculture policy
and food policy become conLradictory to one another.

Second, the foreign biäs, is reflected by the high Ievel
of dependence on foreign aid for development budget--- upto

as much as 75 to 80 percent in the forms of grant and aid
(vylder and Asplund, 1980:35). Food aid constitutes â sig-
nificant proportion of the total aid package, and as Rahnan

I 4 See, for example,
(1979).

McHenry and Bird (1977) and Sobhan
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(1984) points out, the food budget is highly dependent on

food aid. Not only that the foreign bias creates dependence

on food and development budgets, it also creates, as shown

by McHenry and Bird (1977), a dependence on food aid to
finance the revenue budget as welL. Sales of food from aid
accounts for an esLimated 14 Lo 18 percent of the revenue.

This budgetary dependence on aid prompts requests for aid
even in good harvest years.

The foreign bias may also relax voLuntary savings effort
by the government.. Food aid may depress food prices and,

therefore, have disincentive effect on production. It can

also have a policy effect, in the sense that policy makers

may not feel the pressure of drawing and implementing appro-
priate agricultural policies in ordei to stimulate output.
All these lead to long-term economic dependency and in-
creasing debt burden, which make the economy more vulnerable
to shocks and instabilities.

lncreasing dependence of Bangladesh on foreign assistance

is reflected by the trade and foreign assistance figures
over the years. !.ihereas exports as a percentage of GDp

increased f.rom 2.4 percent in 1974-75 to 6.5 percent in
1983-84, over the same time period Lmports as a percentage

of cÐP increased from 9.9 percent.age to 20.2 percent.

Àlthough debt service payments as a percentage of GDp does

not yet sho¡,¡ an upnard trend, over the same period of time

external debt as a percentage of GDP has increased from 3.5
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percent to 36.5 percent (Metropolitan Chamber of Commerce,

1985). This demonstrates a clear trend of increasing depen-

dence. This pattern has strengthened the tendency towards

donor-oriented rather than seLf-reliant developmenL policy.

Third, the bureaucratic bias, is also an offshoot of the

oId, colonial style of bureaucracy. There is a great dis-
tance of the bureaucrats from the general rural population.
In a country where most of the investment for devèIopnent is
allocated by the pubJ-ic sector, this distance translates
into faiLure of recognition of actual needs (or lack of
interest), which Ieads to inappropriate and inefficient
allocation of investable funds. Consequently, rural people

have developed a lack of confidence in the representatives
of the state. Paradoxically, however, in the absence of any

other kind of institutional support, the ruraL poor are

forced to depend upon the government for support.

Soon after the liberation of Bangladesh, the government

announced that the country would attemp! to achieve economic

development within a socialist framework. r s The policy
makers never cJ.early defined what that meant for the rural
sector. The only notable policy action was to announce a

ceiling of 33 acres for agricultural land holdings, which

was way above the average size of the holdings. However,

the importance of decentralization was recognized and ad-

mitted, but institutional framework for meaningful decen-

r5 For a discussion,
( eds. ) (1974) .

see arLicles in Robinson and Griffin
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tralization was, and sLilI is, lacking. The subsequent

governments have, over the years, graduai-J-y moved away from

the ideals of establishing a socialist economy.

In reality, however, the scope for solving rural prob).ems

by administrative reforms is very limited. This is because

political and economic structure in the vili.ages by and

J.arge determines how state funds are used; it is difficult
for the civil servants to operate without the cooperation of
the locaI elite.

Fourth, the capital bias, is caused by inappropriate
fiscal and monetary policies. During the pakistan period it
was the result of deliberate policy actions to favour indus-

trialization. The mechanism to do so was by having overva-

lued exchange rates, artificially low domestic rate of in-
terest, and tax incentives and large depreciation allow-
ances, which create distortions in relative prices of cap-

ital and labour. As a result, capital intensity in manufac-

turing became very high; in the late 1960s even higher than

Japan in many industries (vylder and Àsplund, 1980:70).

Anot.her mechanism which leads to higher capital intensity is
tied aid and technical cooperations.

Even in agriculture, there are evidences of capital bias.
For example, capital intensive irrigation projects receive

higher levels of all-ocation and rates of subsidy than less

capital intensive types of irrigation, although it has been
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observed that in terms of percentage of tand.irrígated, the

Iabour intensive methods have a much higher leveL of contri-
bution (vylder and Aspi.und, 1980:74). Again, capital inten-
sive rice miLls have been replacing employment of rural
women.

Mechanization is a mixed blessing. Unless there exist
mechanisms that guarantee that the benefits are shared, it
is likely to do more harm than good. It is in this context
that the concept of appropriate technology becomes relevant.

I! has been suggested from many quarters thaL an appro-
priate industriaL strategy for Bangladesh would be to de-

velop labour-intensive small-scale, cottage and rural indus-

tries.l6 It is argued that a countrywide spread of indus-

tries in sma11 units would bring industry closer to agricul-
ture, provide empLoyment where living is cheaper, cater to
IocaI needs more speedily and surely than urban-based large
factories can, and contribute to even overall development of
aII localities in the country.

Bangladesh SmaIl Scale and Cottage Industries Corporation
(BSCIC) became the successor of the East pakistan SmalI

Industries Corporation (EpSIC) after liberation, !¡ith cot-
tage industries brought lrithin its scope as wel-I. Bul like
EPSIC, it has continued to remain largely concerned with
smaIl-scale industries, mainly in 20 industria] estates.

r6 See, for example,
Report (198f).

Rural Industries Study Project: Final
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Cottage industries have remained essentially outside BSCIC's

operational reach. The potential of these for output and

employment expansion remain virtually unexplored.

There is also a structural dualism in the capital market

in Bangladesh. On the one hand, there is the organized

capital market, with a fairly competitive banking system,

and on the other hand, there is the unorganized market domi-

nated by private money J.enders and other financial interme-
diaries. The larger borrowers (mostJ.y urban) manage to get

credi! on relatively easier terms from the organized sector,
whereas the majority (in rural areas) have virtually no

access to the organized sector, and are left a! the mercy of
the unorganized sector where interest rates are much higher
and terms of credit much more stringent.

Fifth, the production bias, is reflected by the domina-

tion of production oriented objectives in agriculture
policy. This is not to imply that agricultural production
is excessively favoured compared with other sectors of the

economy---it is to the contrary in fact. what this implies
is that there is a relative neglect of other important goals

Like empLoyment and income distribution, institution
building, organizing Iabour at 1oca1 Levels, or integrating
the poor and landless in the development process.

The producbion bias is evident from the earl-iest attempts
of the government during pakistan period to initiate agri-
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culturaL development. In 1961, the ComiIla cooperative
program was initiated. The basic idea was to forn agricul-
tural cooperative societies at the "thana" levels, and was

intended primarily as a vehicle for small farmers to accumu*

late savings, and receive financial support through Loans Èo

finance agricultural input and investments that would free
them from the grips of tocal money-lenders.

In '1 970, the Integrated RuraI Development program (IRDp)

was established to replicate the Comilla-type rural develop-

ment, program throughout BangLadesh, By 1977-78, the program

had expanded to cover 250 of the 415 "thanas" of Bangladesh

(Khan, 1979) .

The experience of the original Comilla project and its
extension through IRDP has not been very iñpressive, and it
has failed to achieve its egalitarian objectives. The land-

less have been virtually excì.uded, and membership in Lhe

societies is typicai-ly skewed towards those with relatively
Iarger holdings. The leadership of each society has also
been dominated by the most powerful members of the vilLage

community. In certain IRDP "thanas", however, rice produc-

tion did increase substantialLy as a result of making irri-
gation, fertilizers, credit and extension education avail-
able to rnembers (Khan, 1979). NeverlheLess, this gain has

not been generally shared by the landless and the marginal

or smal1 farmers, who constitute thè greater proportion of

the rural population. We also not.ice from the activities of
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the IRDP that aIl kinds of off-farm activities remained

J.argely out of its operational reach.

The other ruraL development program initiated during the

Pakistan period was the Rural !¡orks program (RWp) in 1962,

The objective of this program was to construct infrastruc-
tures like roads, drainage channels and embankments by uti-
lizing landless Labourers during the dry idle months.

Ho!¡ever, from the very beginning the program sas run on

political motives; an attempt of the then mititary govern-

ment in Pakistan to buiLd up political support in the rural
areas. For that reason, the large Rwp funds, channelled
down to the "union" levels, were well suited.

The largest beneficiaries of the RWp were the big Ian-
downers and associated interests among the rural elite. The

landless and the marginal farmers gained little, if any.

The works program, therefore, was not an ans!¡er to the mas-

sive problem of poverty and unemployment.

As a response to the famine and flood situation in 19?4,

the traditional RWP was complemented by a similar program,

the Food For Works (nfW) program. this is basicalJ.y a sim-

ilar approach which pays out in-kind wages in the form of
wheat obtained as grants from abroad. The program was ini-
tiated as a relief oriented activity. The in-kind wages

paid are below the market wages of labour. This program

suffers the same limitations as that of Rwp.
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The most-recent rural development project initiated is
that of Lhe swanirvar (se1f-reliance) movement, started in
1975. The major activity of the movement is the creation of
irrigation facilities by digging canals and the introduction
of high-yieJ.ding varieties (HyV) of rice and whea! in order

to attain self-sufficiency in foodgrains at the village
level.

The swanirvar movement also shares the shortcomings and

deficiencies of the earlier cooperative movements. It is
basically a bureaucracy-Ied reforming attempt at improving

the human condition without altering the basic structure of
society. "The leader (is) the government officer aL the
district and sub-district levels who contrary to the stereo-
type of an arrogant and corrupt bul).y was to convert himself
into a friend, philosopher and guide of the villagers"
(Khan, 1979) .

The seed-fertiLizer-irrigation technology of high-
yielding varieties of rice and wheat being promoted in
Bangladesh now, is also an agricultural policy which pro-
motès Lhe production bias. It has been shown by numerous

studies, in Bangladesh and elsewhere, that although the

cultivation method is claimed to be technical.ly scale-
neutral, in the real world of unequal distribution of income

and resources it loses its property of scale-neutrality; the
Iarger and more resourcefuL farmers are able to derive more

benefits from this technology than the resource-poor smalL
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farmers and sharecroppers. 17

Sixth, the landiord bias, follows from the above argument

abouL HYvs that the production bias favours relatively
r,realthier farmers, and that green revolution is not scale-
neutral, because institutions that provide credit and inputs
are not neutral. It may also be argued that since the rate
of growth of output under HYV is greater than the rate of
growth of Labour input, and t.hat the vrage rate of labour is
unlikely to increase under the existing conditions in
Bangladesh, the successful introduction of HyVs will lead to
a decline in the wage share of labour in totat output.

Seventh, the rice bias, reflects the excessive reliance
on one crop, rice, as the main foodgrain production. The

production of rice takes about 80 percent of cropped

acreage, 83 percent of the irrigated acreage and 88 percent

of fertilizer use. It atso accounts for 87 percent of ce-
real consumption (Rahman, 1984). lt is argued that produc-

tion can be diversified, specially in the winter, into crops

that have higher yiel-ds, higher food and calorie value per

âcre of output, and need less !¡ater and also have lower

maturation period. However, another possibility is to at-
tain what is called "calorie bargain" through trade. It
constitutes selling rice, which is more expensive, to buy

more of less expensive food like wheat, sorghum etc. in the

international market, in order to get more in terms of quan-

tt 99g, for example, Hossain (1984), Khan (1984), Rahman(1984a) and Vylder and AspJ.und (1980).
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tity and calorie. The success of this, however, depends on

how willing the consumers wilt be to change tastes and food

habits. But this might be possible to some extent, because

the consumption of r¿heat, which was negligible, has in-
creased by a great extent in the recent years.

FinaIIy, the private bias, gives rise to unequal distri-
bution of land ownership, fragmentation of land holdings and

increased landl,essness. The bias also breeds contradiction
beLween the need for collective effort and the private con-

trol- of land and capital. Irrigation and other projects of
infrastructure development are undertakings of a collective
character, and require cooperation of many people, Unless

people see themselves as relatively equal beneficiaries of
collective efforts, the cooperative spirit is unlikeLy to
develop.

Bangladesh, Ctay (1981a) argues, like many other J.ess

developed countries, basically faces two types of problems:
(1) short-run adjustments to external crises and supply

shocks like energy crisis and world recession, and (2) long-
term question of agricultural and rural development af-
fecting poverLy, malnutrition and food insecurity.

In the context of economic stability, food pJ.ays a cru-
cial role, both t¡ith respect to short-run as r¡ell as long-
run.
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. Clay (1981b) points out that Bangladesh experienced three
main food crises during the 1970s: (1) the famine ot 1974,

(2) the Sylhet flood disaster and public food system crisis
of. 1977, and (3) the drought of 1979. These type of prob-

l-ems can create pressure on the balance of payments, and

subsequently lead to instabilities. For exampLe, during
1973-74, decline in domestic food production coupled with
tight international market created severe short-term balance

of payments problems (CIay, 1981a). Àn examination of bal-
ance of payments accounts also sho¡,rs that value of foodgrain
imports increased significan!1y during the crises periods
(WorId Bank, 198a:19). The crisis periods put additional
pressure on balance of payments over the trend which shows

that trade baLance has moved from a surplus position in
pre-Iiberation period to increasingly deficit situation
during the post-I iberat i on years.

3,2.3 The External Sec t or

However, there are also other elements which are important

in the context of economic stability, viz., commercial

policy, exchange rate poJ.icy and export performance. Due to
the existence of severaL biases discussed above, commerciaL

policy has tended to favour imports of goods demanded by the

urban population. The exchange rate policy since the first
major devaluation in l975 has been to prevent major overval-
uation. It has been devalued from time to tirne, often under

pressure from the IMF.
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The performance of export sector has not been very bright
over the years. As table 3.4 shor+s it has failed to keep

pace with the growth of imports bills. The production of
the main export crop, jute, has decì.ined over years. It has

also faced stiff competition in the world market from syn-

thetic fibres and other competitors.

Terms of trade also have fluctuated significantly over

the last 15 years. Given the base period oî. 1972-73, the

lowest has been 56.8 in 1981-82 and the highest 85.7 in
'1 984-85. It is evident from the statistics that terms of
tradê for Bangladesh has deteriorated over the years.

An examination of the trade fLows in tabLe 3.5 that
Bangladesh needs to diversify the exports. In the recent
years, exports of some non-traditional items like shrimps,

fish and froglegs, and readymade garments have increased to
a great extent. Bangladesh has much greater potential in
fish exports which remains to bè exploited,

Food also plays an important roJ.e in the cont.ext of sta-
bility in the long-run, Long-term problem of agricultural
and rural development requires that the food problem be

satisfacLorily solved. Although proponents of trade argue

that seLf-sufficiency in food is not an important factor in
deveJ.opment, it is very difficult to find a stable
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agriculture-based less-developed country which is not self-
sufficient in food. Àfter many years of successful exports

of high quality agricultural goods, the countries of
Sub-Saharan Àfrica stiLl remain underdeveloped. Moreover,

in the case of BangLadesh, the country has a comparative

advantage in cereal production. The competing export crop,
jute, at the same time, has lost a great deal of demand in
the world market.

Àlthough Bangladesh has a limited and poorly diversified
nalural resource endowments, natural gas being the only
known non-agricultural resource, the rich land and abundant

water properly utilized ¡,¡ith its manpower can generate grèat

success in agricultural production. euality of land is
high, and the climate is suitable for multipJ.e cropping.
Àlthough population density in Bangladesh is high, since
virtually all the lands are cuLtivabl-e, Iand/man ratio is
not extremely low by international standards. The ratio is,
in fact, higher than Taiwan and South Korea, and close lo
China, Japan, west Germany and the United Kingdom. Hor,¡ever,

current per acre yields are extremely low in international
standards. Technically, therefore, production can be in-
creased signi f icantly.

The reason for the existing low level of agricultural
development has been attributed to the structure and organi-
zation of agricultural production and overall economic

structure of the country. Seen in that context, the problem



of agricultural development of Bangladesh

probLem of poverty, and the poverty problem

al,1 the different sectors of the economy.

In the area of food policy, Tarrant (1982)

the policy must aim at both production and

food, in order for increased food supplies

who need them most. The essential conflict
the production of food at a price that the

afford.
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is basically a

transLates into

argues, that

consumpt i on of

to reach those

is to increase

consumers can

vylder and Àsplund ( 1980 ) paint with a much broader

brush. They suggest that for the development of Bangladesh

through agricultural gro\,¡th, there is urgent need for organ-

ization. They argue that "the only viable long-term solu-
tion lies in an altogether different strategy based on col-
lective mobilization of arms and savings 'from below'r sup-

ported and directed 'from above' . The fact that such a

strategy is difficult to impJ.ement, and would require a

whole range of political and socio-economic changes, cannot

conceal that it is necessary" (p. 130).

3.3 CONCLUDING REMARKS

Despite Bangladesh being a predominantly agriculture-based
rural economy, the agriculture sector has suffered much over

the years. egriculture is important also because it exerts

a major infLuence on the balance of payments. while food is
the major item in imports, jute is the most important export
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item. Agricultural success can help improve the balance of
payments situation and that wiII enable the country to allo-
cate greater amounts of foreign resources for development

activities.

The potential for agricultural success exists in
Bangladesh. An observation by the French agronomist Rene

Dumont forcefully puts forward this optimism: "TechnicaIIy
speaking, the agricultural potentialities of Bangladesh, by

square miLe of arable land, are much higher than those of
India, China and Japan. The quality of soils and the av-
erage amount of rainfalL are much higher than in India. The

climate does not know any real winter, like most of China

and Japan. FLoods are bhe bigger const.raints, but if all
potentialities from flood-free areas in summer, and irriga-
tion in winter (r,¡ith much higher reserves, by desilting
rivers and tanks) would be used, the agricultural production
of Bangladesh could be at least doubled, inside actual crop-
ping patterns, even r¡ith overwhelming rice domination, only
with well-known techniques. By multiple cropping, diversi-
fication of crops, fulI development of fisheries, productive
trees on hiIls, vegetable gardening, fodder and animal pro-
duction intensification, etc. , the actual production could
at least be trebled. Technically speaking, it is not true
to say that the future of Bangladesh is without any hope,

and not onì.y in agricuJ.ture. r I

r8 Quoted in Vylder (1982:17) .
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That potential for increasing production in agriculture
exists is also shared many others. Faaland and Parkinson

(1976) observe that rice output can be increased substan-

tiaIly with appropriate use of inputs, irrigation and flood
control.

Nevertheless, agricultural problems are cLosely inte-
grated !¡ith the problerns of poverty. Osmani (1982) using a

welfare economics methodology has shor¡n that compared with
1963-64, in 1973-74 Bangladesh not only had a lor¡er standard

of welfare as a whole, but the ruraL sector has suffered

relatively more than the urban sector. The rural sector

appears to have suffered even more since 1973-74.

It is our contèntion that any development effort
policy package for Bangladesh must give due importance

the agriculture sector and that the economic success of

country is intimately reLated to agricultural success.

and

to

the



Chapter IV

SPECIFICATION AND ESTIMATION OF THE MODEL''S
BEHAVIORAL EOUÀTIONS

The objective of this chapter is to specify the behavioral

equations of the model and to obtain their estimates. The

specification deemed to be the best fit for each eguation

according to our criteria (discussed below), wilI then be

used for simulation in the next chapter.

The methodology followed in specifying the model and its

behavioral equations is based on the theoretical discussion

of issues in economic stabilization (chapter 2) and a de-

scription of the basic structure of the aangLadesh economy

(chapter 3).

4.1 BÀS]C THEORETICÀL TRAI TS

We have developed an essentially Keynesian type model with

some disaggregation in agricultural sector. As we are in-

terested in examining the effect of our policy experiments

on the external sector, we have constructed an open-economy

model incorporating the current account balance.

-59-
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Às described in chapter 3, Bangladesh is an economy with
an important agriculture sector, producing a food crop
(rice) and an export crop (jute), both valuabLe in terms of
the current account balance. The agriculture sector is
important because food is not only the crop with the highest
acreage and value added, it is also the largest single im-
port item. On the other hand, jute is the traditionaL as

well as the most important item of export, which competes

with rice in production. In the light of this, agricultural
development and food self-sufficiency pJ-ay important roles
in the planning agenda of Bangladesh. It is, therefore,
essential to outline a model which examines the trade-off
betr,¡een rice and jute production for changes in relative
prices. Hence, we have a model with disaggregated agricul-
ture sector explaining the output behaviors of rice and

jute.

Às outlined in chapter 2, balance of payments instabili-
ties can be caused, besides internal factors, by external
factors as welI. The model incorporates the worLd prices of
exports and imports and income of the major trading partners

so that the effects of external shocks are reflected in the

estimat ions and simulations.

We have constructed a real- sector model which does not

include a monetary sector. this is because the policy ques-

tions we are examining do not require us to incorporate the

monetary seötor. In general it may be argued that a general
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equilibrium modeL will contain more information and, there-
fore, explain the structure of the economy better than a

partial equilibrium model. However, for the analysis of a

given probl-em, the marginal costs of building a larger model

may outweigh the marginal benefits. It is our contention
that we can analyse our problem r,¡ithout the monetary sector
at least as wel-I as with it. Hence, we apply Occum's Razor

and exclude it from our model.

The model is somewhat larger than required to answer our

basic poJ.icy question as it expì-ains the determination of
lhe gross domestic product. We have done so to observe the

effects of our policy actions on the gross domestic product

in the simulaLion exercises. Hoh'ever, there is aLso a

bròader impì.ication beyond this narrow objective. It in-
volves the issue of predictive vs. structural models. In
constructing the mode]., although we have excluded the mone-

tary sector, we have outlined a fairly detailed structure of
the reaL sector. In doing so we have subscribed to K1ein's
(1971) position which argues, I have maintained the
posi.tion that there is no point in trying to construct
models that are purely of use in prediction and deny that
such models have an existence of their o!¡n apart from struc-
turaL models ... Best predictions wiII be made from best

structural models. "

The above discussion sho!¡s that the model is essentially
a "structuralist" one. Based on our survey in chapter 2, we
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can say that in broad theoreticaL sense it resembles Taylor
(1983). More specifically, it shares theoretical traits
similar to Semudram (1982) of the Malaysian economy and

Rashid (1981, 1984) of Bangladesh and the ehilippines econo-

mies respectiveJ.y.

In examining the balance of payments !¡e do not use the

monetary approach because, as discussed in chapter 2, the
precise composition of thë balance of payments remains unex-

pJ.ained in this approach. Our intent in this exercise is !o
examine the effects of changes in the composition of agri-
culture sector on the current account balance. Hence, the

structural disaggregation of the current account balance is
important for our study.

The preferred form of each

alternative specifications are

following criteria:

¡.

equation from its different
chosen on the basis of the

the equation shouLd include important reLevant theo-
ret ical arguments;

the equation should have reasonably good explanatory
power; the arguments included should have the correct
a priori sign and be significant at the 5 percent

IeveI ab the appropriate t-test;
an argument not significant at the 5 percent level
may be retained only if it is important theoretica).ly
and forms an important linkage for simutation and

3.
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ofpolicy anaLysis, to which a further cut-off mark

50 percent r.¡ilL be applied;

In order to evaluate the significance of regression coef-
ficients we will use the one-tail test of t-statistic rather
than two-taiI test because the regression coefficients have

theoretical a priori signs. The only exceptions ¡vilL be

those variables for which signs of coefficients are not

known a priori. This includes the time trend variable and

the dummy variables for intercept and slope. AlL specifica-
tions have been tested with the time trend, T, added.

4.2 DÀTÀ DESCRIPTION ÀND SOURCES

This study uses annual macro data collected mainly from the

WorId Bank sources, complemented by Bangladesh and pakistan

government publications. The appendix contains data for all
variables along with the description of their sources.

It is important to note that the data used come from two

time periods --- pre-and post-liberation of Bangladesh. The

pre-Iiberation data from 1959-60 fiscal year to 1969-70

fiscal year has been combined Ì¡ith the post-liberation data

from 1972-73 f iscal- year to 1984-85 fiscal year, which gives

us tv¡enty four observations in totaI. The liberation war

years, 1970-7 1 and 1971-72, have been excluded from the

study because normal economic activities were severly dis-
rupted during those years due to the nar.
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We have basically assumed the data to be continuous.

Ho!¡ever, this assumption may not be valid for a1I variables
and behavioral relationships. Therefore, in order to test
for structural changes between the two hime periods we have

experimented \,¡ith intercept as welI as slope dummy vari-
ables. They have been retained when found significant.

There are often concerns about the accuracy of official
data of LDCs. Pray (1980), for example, makes an extensive

assessment of the accuracy of the official agricultural
statistics of Bangladesh. To the extent possible, we have

taken data from independent sources (worl-d Bank), We have

also compared data from different available sources to check

for possible errors and inconsistencies.

Keeping the possibilities of data inaccuracies in rnind,

we have performed statisticaL tests of influence diagnostics
in order to identify and single out the observations that
may be outliers and/or influential. Appropriate steps have

then been taken to deal with such observations in order to
obtain best possible estimates so that we are able to
produce good simulation and forecast results.
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4.3 MODEL SPECI FI CÀTI ON

The model contains eight behavioral equations and twelve

definitions and identities. The behavioral equations define
the structure of the economy and the nature of interrela-
tionships among the variables of our interest. For the sake

of exposition !¡e witl present them under the categories of

domestic and external sèctors.

4.3.1 Domestic Sector

This sector is comprised of five behavioral eguations with
an emphasis on a disaggregated agriculture sector. À1I

variables are defined in real terms unless other!¡ise stated.

ConsumÞtion Function The following relationship has been

postulated for aggregate domestic consumption:

Rc = cr (npt, RcL)

Crr, Crz > 0

(4.1)

Where RC represents aggregate consumption expenditures, RDI

is aggregate disposable income, and RCL stands for consump-

tion lagged by one period.

Crr and C12 indicate the â priori or expected signs of

the partial derivatives of the dependent variable, RC, with

respect to the independent variables, RDI and RCL, respec-
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tively. Àlternatively statèd, !¡e expect the coefficients of
RDI and RCL both to be positive. this convention of indi-
cating the our expected signs is foLlowed throughout the
rest of model spec i f icat ion.

Some, like Rashid (1981) argue in favour of incLusion of
money suppJ.y in the consumption function. They maintain
that due to the underdeveloped state of markets for finan-
cial assets in these countries, disequilibrium in the money

market spilJ.s over to the commodity market. I^fhen the public
end up with more money than they want, they spend a part of
it on consumption. We did not find empirical support for
this proposition to justify the inclusion of money supply in
our consufnpt i on function.

Investment Function The aggregate private investment is
represented by the following relationship:

RIP = I1 (ncOtt , tøRtt<)

Irr, Irz > 0

(4.2)

Where RIP is aggregate private investment, RGDPL is gross

domestic product Iagged by one period and MRIK represents
imports of rav materiaLs, intermediate goods and capital.
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In this formulation, MRIK represents capacity constraint
on the supply side faced by LDCs. Thesè are mainly non-

competitive intermediate and capital goods.

Our specification does not incLude any interest rate
variable. There are good a priori reasons for removing

interest. rates as an expl-anatory variable from the invest-
men! function. Interest rates are administered and fixed by

the government; it doès not reflect the opportunity cost of
borrowing or the scarc ity value of capital. . Ho¡,rever , Ire

made a number of regression runs by including the interest
rates. In every case the est.imated value had the wrong sign
and was insignificant,

(4.3)

where ÀCA is total acreage under Àusrs rice production, PFJL

is relative price of food and jute lagged by one period, and

ACFL is acreage of food lagged by one period.

Food Àcreaqe Func! ion A,creage

tulated to have the following

ÀcÀ = Fr (pnJr,, ACAL)

F11 , F12 > 0

1e Aus is the variety
competes !¡ith jute
and Ouddus (1973) ,of j ute product ion
rice" (p. 269).

under food production is pos-

relationship:

of rice gror,rn in the wet season which
for land. See, for example, Hossain
which studies "some economic aspects

compared lo its substitute crop, aus
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It is r,¡orLh noting here tha! food acreage is represented

by the Aus rice on1y. This is because Aus is the e¡et season

variety of rice which competes Þrith juLe for land. The

other varieties of rice are grown in non-jute seasons.

Theoretically the relative price of food and jute is the

most important explanatory variable for acreage decisions.
Lagged acreage is included to see the effec! of past acreage

on current acreagè decisions.

Jute Àcreaqe Function Jute acreage function, which is sim-

i1ar to that of food is postulated as:

ACJ = Jr (p.¡nl , ÄcJL)

Jrr, Jt, t 0

(4.4)

where ÀCJ is total acreage under jute production, PJFL is
price ratio of jute and food J.agged by one period, and ACJL

is jute acreage lagged by one period.

Tax Function The function for nominal tax receipts is ex-
pressed as:

TAX = Tr (cne, u)

T11, T12 > 0

(4.s)



Where TÀX is the aggregate nominaL tax revenues, GÐp

nominal gross domestic product and M is the nominal value

impor ts .

We found a better fit for nominal as opposed to real tax
revenues and, therefore, retained this formulation so that
!¡e may obtain better simulation results. Ho$ever, in order
to obtain real disposabl-e income r¡hen the complete model is
simulaled, we deflate nominal taxes by an appropriate def-
lator in an identity added Iater.
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4.3,2 External Sec tor
The External sector is
internat ional raw jute

equation and a non- f ood

modelled by three equations --- an

price equation, a non-jute export

import equation.

The ultimate purpose of the model is to determine the
effect of changes in the production of jute and rice on the

current account balance. Changes in jute production will
lead to changes in the amount of jute exported. In order to
test our policy move r¡e will consider the worst possible

scenario and assume that any increase in jute production

will mean an equal amount of increase in raw jute exports.
Since there is an international spot market for raw jute,
Bangladesh can always export more. But since the country is
the largest exporter of raw jute, it will affect the market

price. The price equation is introduced to capture this
effect.
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We do not need a food import function because any changes

in food production will mean an equivalent amount of change

in impor!s. This will be directly refLected as changes to
the current account,

Raw Jute ExÞort Price Function The export príce of raw jule
is represented by the following relationship:

pRJ = pr (QRJX)

Prr < 0

(4.6)

Where PRJ represents the price of raw jute and ORJX is the
quantity of rar¡ jute exported by Bangladesh,

A price function may include income, and price of related
commodities as additional explanatory variables. In the

above function these would be the income of the OECD coun-

tries (the major consumers of Bangladesh jute), and the
price of synthetic fibres --- the substitutes of jute. Our

attempts to estimate the equation by including these expla-

natory variables produced poor results. The coefficient. of
the jute substitute price variable had the wrong sign and

both variables were statisticalJ.y insignificant.

The results are not surprising. Rav¡ jute is a primary

product whose price is determined in the t¡or1d spot market.
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Its price is not likely to be influenced by income or a jute
substitute which is a manufactured product, Jute manufac-

tured goods prices are more likely to be affected by the

subs t i tutes.

Non-Jute ExÞorts Function Our non-jute export demand func-
tion is represented by the following relationship:

RXO = xr (wY, PXO, ER)

Xl l, Xls > 0 > Xt2

(4.7 )

Where RXO is the val-ue of total non-jute exports, Wy is
world income, which, in our case is the income of the OECD

countries --- the major trading partners of Bangladèsh, pXO

is non-jute export prices in U.S. doIlar, and ER is the
exchange rate representing the amount of Bangladesh taka for
one U. S. dolla r .

UnIike any of the previous equations, the dummy variabLe

used for intercept for this equation proved to be statisti-
cally significant. It is negative indicating a downward

shift in the intercept during the post-Iiberation period.

This finding is quite consistent with the a priori notion
about the Bangladesh external sector. This sector has un-

dergone major changes and disruptions due to the liberation
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\ear. A simple plot of the data for non-jute exports over

time shows a clear downward shift in the exports of non-jute
commodities during the post-liberation period.

Non-Food ImÞort Function The irnports of non-food commodities

incLude al1 consumer, capital, and intermediate goods. The

reLaLionship is postuJ.ated as follows:

MO= (RGDP, PMOT, RNFID)

tr Ml¡ > 0 > Mrz

(4.8)

Where MO is the value of total non-food imports, RGDP is
gross domestic product, PMOT is non-food import prices in
Bangladesh taka, and RNFID is constant dollar private unre-
quited transfers from abroad.

RNFID is introduced as an explanatory variable because

lhe remittances sent by Bangladesh citizens working abroad,

especially in the Middle Eas!, qualify to be used for a

!¡hole range of imports. These are called imports under

"wage-earners' scheme". These remittances have increased

significantty during the last decade.

Like the non-jute export equation, the intercept dummy

variable ¡ras found to be significant in this equation a1so,

and has been retained.

M1

M1
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4.4 MODEL ESTT MATI ON

System estimation of our macro model using simultaneous
equation techniques Iike two-or three-stage least squares is
not possible because the number of exogenous variables for
the fuI1 system (including identities) are greater than the
number of observations. 2o

In general ordinary Ieast squares (OfS) estimaLion tech_

niques have been used to estimate the individual behavioral
equations outlined above using the computer package program

SAS.

However, when the Durbin-Watson statistic indicated the
presence of first-order autocorrèlation, or was inconclu_
sive, corrections were made by using the SÀS Àutoreg proce-
dure. The method of eslimation used in such cases was max-

imum likelihood (ML). Improvenents wère obtained as a re-
sult of using this procedure. Such statistical corrections
are justified when we are interested in using the resutts
for simulations and/or predictions.

For estimating the acreage functions of Àus rice and jute
¡,¡e have used the technique of seemingly unrelated regres-
sions (SUR), also avail-abIe in the SAS program. This tech-
nique estimates the equaÈions jointly. This technique is
appropriate for these two equations because the tso acreages

are related via the constraint on total land available for

2o See Klein (1974)
point. chapter IV for a discussion on this



cultivation. The equations and their
are listed in table 4.1 .

TÀBLE 4.1

Estimation Techniques used for the
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est imat ion techniques

Equat ions of the Model

Equation No. Dependent Var iable Est imat i on Technique

1

2

4
E

6
7
8

RC
RI P
ÀcÀ
ÀcJ
TAX
PRJ
RXO
MO

oLs
Autoreg:ML

SUR
SUR

Autoreg:ML
Àutoreg:ML

OLS
oLs

We no!, bring together the estimated results of all the

behavioral equations. The reported statistics include ad-
justed R2 -- indicating the goodness of fit of each equa-

tion, the F statistic of joint significance of the explana-

tory variables, the t statistic to test for the significance
of individuaL explanatory variables, and the Durbin-Watson

(D-w) statistic to test for the presence of first-order
autocorrelation. The t ratios are reported in parentheses

below the estimated parameter values. A single asterisk (*)

beside the t ratio indicates that the variable is signifi-
cant at 10 percent leve1 of significance. Two and three
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asterisks indicate significance at 5 and 1 percent respec-

tively, The dummy variables are represented by D.

Equat i on (!.!)

RC = 1797.91 + 0.73 RÐI + 0.18 RCL

(1.79)* (6.78)*** (1.46)

R2 = 0.99 F = 1164.07 D-w = 1.913

Equation (!.1)

RI P = -68 . 67 + 0. 052 RGDPL + 0 .27 :r MRt K

(-0.11) (3.53)*** (1.82),k

R2 = 0.66 D-w = 2.01

Equation (!.1)

ACA = 2574.56 + 7.30 PFJL + 0.57 ÀCAL

(2.94)*** (2.01)** (4.55)*!È*

D-w = 2.39

Equation (!.!)

ACJ = 276.86 + 4.03 PJFL + 0.58 ACJL

(1.19) (4.38¡*'r'r (5.1I)**!r

Ð-w = 1.49
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System weighted R2 for equations (4.3) and (4,4) was re-
ported to be 0.71

nquation (!.!)

TAX = -320.95 + 0.05 GDp + 0.14 M

(-1.41) (5.40):kx* (2.86)***

R2 = 0.99 Ð-w = 1.93

Equation (g.q)

PRJ = 168.12 - 0.02 eRJx

( 13.43 ) **r' ( -5.23 ) ***

R2 = 0.61 D-r.¡ = 1.68

Equation (g.Z)

RXO= 483.32 - 1738.03 D + 14.75 I,ly - 3.24 pxo + 49.35 ER

(4.25)'r** (-7.90)*** (4.35)'r*i, (-3.6.1)*** (5.32¡***

R2=0.83 F=26.99 D-w=1.93

Equation (!.q)

MO = - 3038.03-3147.77 D+0.21 RGDP-6.52 pMoT+7.85 RNFrD

(-2.32)** (-7.44)**x (7.29)*** (_3.85)ir** (1.91)*

R2=0.83 F=28.69 Ð-w=1.96
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4.5 CONCLUDING REMÀRKS

ln this chapter we have outlined and estimated the sto-
chastic equations of our model. Our objective was to obtain
the best possible estimatès for each equation. In order to
achieve that objective we have used three different estima-
tion techniques --- each to meet the particular need for
each equation.

The estimation results are fairly good and they should
produce reasonabJ.y good simulation results.



Chapter V

DYNÀM]C EX-POST SIMULÀTION OF THE COMPLETE
MÀCROMOÐEL

The principal purpose of building the Bangladesh model is to
use it for policy analysis outlined in the introductory
chapter. In order to do that we vrill perform policy simula-
bions. Ho$¡ever, before such exercises are undertaken in the
next chapter, our interest in the present chapter is to
evaluate the performance of the model in order to see ho¡,¡

well it predicts the historical data. In other words, we

¡vou1d like to assess horv well the model tracks the actual
values of the endogenous variables over time in our data
set.

Our present objective is fuIfilLed by performing histor-
icaL or ex-post simulation. This sinulation is important
because it helps us deLermine ho¡,¡ much confidence we can

have on the model in terms of its ability to answer policy
questions. If a model tracks historicaL values weII we can

say with a great deal of assertion that the policy analysis
will be meaningful and that the model explains the structure
of the economy weI1,

l.ie will evaluate the simulation characteristics of our

model on the basis of two criteria. First, the overall

78-
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performance rvilL be judged on Lhe basis of some measures of
error for model validation. These measures calculate the
overall fit of the predicted vaLues of individual endogenous

variables over lhe sample period. Some estimates of the
decomposition of the deviation from actual vaLues are also
avail-abLe.

Second, ¡ve will plot the actual and predict.ed values over

time on the same graph to visually examine how well the
model tracks the actual val_ues. À good simulation should
not onLy produce decent summary statistics and have pre-
dicted values !racking actual values closely, the predicted
vaLues should also be able to reproduce the turning points.
Of spec iaJ. interest here ¡,ri1I be the variables real gross

domestic product and current account balance --- our target
variables in policy analysis of the next chapter.

When we simulate the model, the entire model along !¡iÈh

aLI definitions and identities, is simultaneously solved.
In the last chapter we introduced and estimated t.he sto-
chastic equations of the model. We now oull-ine the entire
¡node L .
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5.1 THE COMPLETE MODEL

The model bef o¡,¡ contains eight behavioral equations, all
linear in both parameters and variabl-es. Some of the !$¡eLve

definitions and iden!ities which follow the behavioral equa-

tions are, however, nonlinear in variabl-es.

5.1.1 Behavioral Equations

RC = a0+a 1'IRDI +a2*RCL

h'here RC = Real consumption

RDI = ReaL disposable income

RCL = Real consumption ]agged

RIP = b0 +b 1 *RGDpL+b2 *MRI K (5.2)

where RIP = ReaI private investment

RGDPL = Real gross domestic product tagged

MRIK = Inports of ra\,¡ materials, intermediate goods

and capital

ÀCÀ = c 0+c 1*PFJL+c 2*ÀCAL

l¡here ÀCÀ = Acreage of Àus rice
PFJL = Laggèd price ratio of food and jute
ACAL = Àcreage of Àus rice lagged

(5.3)

(s.l)



ACJ = d0+d1*PJFL+d2*ACJL (5.4)

where ACJ = Àcreage of jute

PJFL = Lagged price ratio of jut.e and food

ACJL = Acreage of jute lagged

TAX = f 0+f 1*GDP+f 2*M

where TAX = Nominal tax revenue

GDP = Nominal gross domestic product

M = Nominal value of imports

p¡¡ = gQ+g1*eRJX

where PRJ = Export price of raw jute

QRJX = ouantity of raw jute exports

(5.s)

(s.6)

RXO = h0 +h 1 *D+h2,ÈWy+h3 *pXO+h4 *ER (5.7)

where RXO = ReaI non-jute exports

D = Ðummy var iable

WY = World income

PXO = Non-jute export prices

ER = Exchange rate as taka per U.S. dollar

MO = i 0+i 1*D+i2*RcDp+i3*pMOT+i4'kRNFID (5.8)

where MO = Real non-food imports
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Ð = Dummy variable
RGDP = ReaJ. gross domestic product

PMOT = Price of non-food imports in taka

RNFID = Real unrequited private transfers from abroad

5,1.2 Definitions and Identities

RGDP = RC+RI P+RI G+RG+RXRJ+RXJM+RXJS

+RXO-RMFNA-RMFÀ+RDOSFÐ-MO ( 5.9 )

wherê RGDP = ReaL gross domestic product

RC = ReaI consumpt i on

RIP = ReaL private investment

RIG = Real government investment

RG = Real governmen! expenditures

RXRJ = Real exports of raw jute
RXJM = ReaI exports of manufactured jute
RXJS = ReaI exports of jute specialty goods

RXO = ReaI non-jute exports

RMFNA = Real non-aid food imports

RMFA = Real aid-financed food irnports

RDoSFD = Real change in food output due to the execution

of any new policy
MO = Real non-food imports

cDp = (RGDp,*pr)/100

¡,¡here GDP = Nominal gross donestic product

(5.10)
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RGDP = ReaI gross domestic product

PI = GDP price deflater

RDI = RGDP- (TAX/PI )*1OO

where RDI = ReaI disposable income

RGÐP = Real gross domestic product

TAX = Nominal tax revenue

PI = GDP price deflater

TQF = (ACA'*yLA) /2240+eFO (s.12)

where TOF = Total rice production in long tons

ACA = Acreage of Aus rice
YLA = YieLd of Àus rice in pounds

2240 pounds = 1 long ton

oFO = Total production of other varieties of rice

(5.11)

QSFD = ( T0F-DELS+TSW) r.0.9

erhere OSFD = Total domestic supply of food

ToF = Total rice production

DELS = Change in the stock of rice
TSW = Total production of wheat

(5.13)



Total food supply is 90%

subtracted as seed, f eed

\ihere RDoSFÐ =

total produc t i on

waste.
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because 10% ísof

and

RDQSFD = ( (oSFD-COSFD) *2049.408 ) /1 OOO (s.14)

QSFD =

cosFD =

ReaJ. change in food output due to the

execution of any new policy
Total domestic supply of food

Predicted QSFÐ value in historical simulation

RDQSFD is equal- to zero for historical simulation because

both QSFD and COSFD are one and the same. When the execu-

tion of any policy affects food output this variable meas-

ures the change due to the policy action and feeds it into
the model. Of the two constants the first one is the price
of food per ton in the base year and the second one scales
the numbers so that the variabLe is expressed in millions of
constant taka,

0J = (AcJ'rYLJ) /400 (5.1s)

where 0J = Total production

ÀCJ = Acreage of jute

YLJ = Yield of jute in
400pounds=1bale

of jute in bales

pound s

TJD = QJ+UJ-ÐELJ (s.16)
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vhere TJÐ = Total disposition of jute

0J = Total production of jute
UJ = Unaccounted market arrivals of jute

ÐELJ = Change in stock of jute

QRJX = TJD-QJMX-QJSX-DCJ (5.r7)

vhere QRJX = Quantity of raw jute exports

TJD = Total disposition of jute

QJMX = Quantity of manufactured jute exports

QJSX = Quantity of jute specialty goods exports
DCJ = Domestic consumption of jute

RXRJ = oRJx* ( (47.36t 7.7808)/1000) (5.18)

¡,rhere RXRJ = Real exports of raw jute

ORJX = Quantity of raw jute exports

47.36 = Base period price of raw jute in U.S. dollar
7.7808 = Base period exchange rate

The expression is divided by 1000 to obtain the value in
million taka.

PRJN = ( (pR;'t¿2.36)/100)*ER (s.19)

where PRJN = Nominal export price of raw jute in taka

PRJ = Export price of rav jute (index)

47.36 = Base period price of raw jute in U.S. dollar
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ER = Exchange rate as taka per U.S. dolfar

cÀ = ( (PRJN*ORJX)/1 000)+( (p;r¿¡l'*O¡ux)/1 000)

+( ( pJSN*eJSx) /1 000 ) + ( (pxor*Rxo) / 1 00)

- ( (PFw/1 OO ) * (RMFNA+RMFÀ-RÐQSFÐ) )

-( (pMor/100) *Mo)+NFs+NFr (s.20)

where CÀ = Current account bal-ance in nominal taka

PRJN = Nominal export price of raw jute in taka

QRJX = ouantity of raw jute exports

PJMN = Nominal export price of manufactured jute

in ta ka

oJMX = Quantity of manufactured jute exports

PJSN = Nominal export price of jute specialty goods

in ta ka

oJSx = Quantity of jute specialty goods exports

PxOT = Price of non-jute exports (taka vaLue index)

RXO = ReaI non-jute exports

PFW = r,rorld price of f ood ( index)

RMFNA = Real non-aid food imports

RMFA = Real aid-financed food imports

RDoSFD = Real change in food output due to execution

of any new pol icy

PMOT = Price of non-food imports (taka value index)

MO = Real non-food imports

NFS = Net foreign service account

NFI = Net flow of uniLateral transfers
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5.2 MOÐEL S I MULATI ON

When we simulate our model r wê basically find the solution
of the model using actual vaLues of the exogenous variables
over time. The solution procedure typically starts with an

initial set of values for the endogenous variables and iter-
ates through the system until the difference on two succes-

sive iterations is no more than some preselected amount for
all endogenous variabl-es. this is called a solution point.
The starting vaLues for the endogenous variables are usually
the values of the first observation. Hor¡ever, computer

programs like SAS al-Iow the user to specify his/her own

start ing values.

For ex-post or historical simulation, the procedure esti_
mates predicted vaLues of the endogenous variables for each

observation, except the first one, taking parameter values
of the estimated coefficients and values of the exogenous

variables as given. 21

Due to the presence of nonlinearities in some variables,
the model is simuJ.ated by using the techniques of nonlinear
sinulation. We have, in fact, used the SIMNLIN procedure of
the SAS program to simulate our model.

We also have a dynamic system as some J-agged endogenous

variables appear as explanatory variables, This requires us

to perform dynamic simulation. When we execute a dynamic

2l See Klein and young
example of a solution

( 1980) chapter 3 for a numerical
through the i terat ive procedure.
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simulation, the predicted values of endogenous variables
from the last period are used as lagged endogenous variables
for the current period in bhe iteration process. On the

other hand, a staLic simulation treats lagged endogenous

variables as predetermined variables and uses the actual
historical values from the data set.

It is important that we subject our model to the more

stringent test of dynamic simulation because that helps us

evaluate the dynamic characteristics of the model. A model

which exhibits satisfactory system characteristics in static
simula!ion may not exhibit satisfactory system dynamics. It
is important to examine the dynamics of the model before we

perform poì.icy simulations. CIine and young (1980:65) argue

thab dynamic simuLation "is clearly the exercise most Iike
forecasting. It is a test that â model must pass before we

would be willing to use it for forecasting purposes",

The computer program used for simulation, the SÀS SIMNLIN

procedure, allows us to use three alternative solution
methods ----- Newton, Jacobi and Gauss-Seidel. we have used

the Newton method as it is fastest computationally and pro-
duces results identical to Èhe other tvro methods. Moreover,

unl-ike the Gauss-Seideì. method, it is order invariant; the

equations can be written in any order.22

22 For details on the algoriLhms and computaLional proce-
dures of these soLution methods see SAS (l984) .Àdditional discussion on Newton's method can be found in
chapter Iv of Evans and xlein (1968). Fromm and K1ein(1969) contains a discussion on the Gauss-Seide1 method
along wit.h a brief account of Newton's method. Ktein
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There are several measures of model vaLidation. We wiIl
use sone of them to evaluate the performance of our model.

The most frequently used statistics are root -mean - squa re

error (RMSE) and root-mean-square percent error (RMSPE).

These statistics measure deviation of the simulated variable
from iÈs actual time paths. They are defined as:

1/2
RMSE = [ 1/r E(pr - Ar)2 ]

1/z
RMSPE = | 1/r zí(pr - et)/etj2l

(s.21)

(5.22)

where Pt = predicted (simulated) value of the variable
over the sampJ-e period

At = actuaL value over the sample period

T = number of periods in simulat.ion

We can see that RMSPE expresses deviation of predicted value

from actual value in percentage terms which makes compari-

sons across variables possible and more meaningful .

T!¡o other statistics often reported in computer pri.ntouts

of simulations are mean error and mean percent error. Às

Pindyck and Rubinfeld (1981) point out, these errors may be

close to zero if }arge positive errors cancel out large

(1983) also has a detaii.ed discussion on simulation pro-
cedures and algorithms including Newtonrs method.
However, for an introductory discussion on simulation
models see Pindyck and Rubinfeld (1981).



negative errors. 2 3 Consequently

var iables by these measures.

Theil has defined two statist
of simulations. These are also
coef f ic ient s. The first one,

def ined as: 2 a
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we do noL evaluate our

ics t'o measure the accuracy

kno¡rn as Theil's inequality
called the U statistic is

1/z 1/zu = [1/r z(pr-Àr)21 / lur ¡(pr)2 + 1/r E(Àr)r]

This statistic Iies between 0 and 1; it is equal

is a perfect forecast.

For some problems2s associated with Lhe above

Theil ( 1966) suggested a slightly rnodif ied form of
statistic, calLed the U1 statistic, defined as:

1/z 1/2
u1 = [1/r ¡(pr-Àr)2] / 1,1 /r x(Ar) rl

(s.23)

to 0 if it

stat i st ic

the above

(5.24)

This statistic is al.so equal to 0 in the case of perfec!
forecasts. Maddala (19771 notes that "of the two statistics
U and U1 ... the statistic U is not ã useful measure and U1

For definilions of these measures see pindyck andRubinfeld (1981).

See Theil (1961) for the introduction of this statistic
as a measure of forecast error.
These are discussed in MaddaLa (1977).

24

25
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should be preferred, as was also suggested by Theil." !{e,

however, report belor,¡ both U and U1 values of the variables
in our model.

If we Look at the two inequality coefficients we find
that the numerators are the RMSE and the denominators are
devices to obtain appropriate units of measurement, TheiI
has further decomposed the numerator to define two sets of
components caLled inequality proportions. The first set of
proportions consists of bias proportion (UM), variance pro-
portion (US), and covariance proportion (UC), ¡,¡here

UM+US+UC=1. The second set of inequality proportions in-
clude bias proportion (UM), regression proportion (uR), and

disturbance proportion (UD) ,26 where, once again,
UM+UR+UD= 1 .

The bias proportion UM measures systematic error, If it
is large, it means that on the average the predicted change

deviates substantially from the average actual change. we

would hope that LM would be close to zero.

The variance proportion US helps us assess the ability of
the model to track the variability of the variable of our
interest. A large US means that the sirnulated values have

either failed to fluctuate while the actuaL values did or
vice versa.

26 For the definitions of alI the !.nequality proportions andtheir derivations from RMSE see rheiL (1Þ6j, igeÐ.
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The covariance proportion UC measures unsystematic error.
This component r¿ilI be high when ¡,¡ e have a good predicLion.
When U>0, which means we do not have a perfect fit, Èhe

ideal distribution of the inequaJ.ity proportions is UM=US=Or

and UC=1 .

Maddala (1977) argues that the decomposition into the

second set of inequality coefficients, bias UM, regression

UR, and disturbance UD components is perhaps more illumi-
nating.27

Both bias UM, and regression UR proportions measure sys-

tenatic errors. The UM is the same as defined above. In a

perfect forecast UR wiLl be equal to zero.

The disturbance component UÐ estimates the variance of
the residuals obtained by regressing actual relative changes

to predicted changes. Again with U > 0, the ideaL distribu-
tion of this set of ineguaJ.ity proportions is UM=UR=o, and

UD=1 .

The two lables below present the simulation results of
our model in terms of the rneasures of model validation dis-
cussed above. TabLe 5.1 reports the statistics of overall
f it. --- the RMSE, RMSPE, U, and U1 statistics --- for the

individual endogenous variabLes of our mode1. In table 5.2

þre prèsent the decomposition of the mean square error ---
the inequality proportions US, UC, LIM, UR, and UD.

27 see Maddala (1977) chapter 15 for a discussion on theproblems with variance US, and covariance UC proportions.
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TABLE 5.1

Statistics of Fit

Variable

RC
RIP
ÀcÀ
ACJ
TAX
PRJ
RXO
MO
RGDP
GDP
RDI
TQF
OSFD
QJ
TJD
QRJX
RXRJ
PRJN
cÀ

RMSE

2655
427
486
246
503

21
119
b¿ /

2283
7015
2290

180
162
774
774
774
285
232

2638

RMSPE

5.166
17.119
6.526

13 .199
1 5.334
21 .418
20 .432
15.141

', o'7't
3.873
4.116
1 .666
1 .661

13. I99
12.870
¿5. t 4+
25.7 44
22.340
48 .464

U

0.026
0.055
0.032
0.066
0.021
0.096
0.073
0.061
0.020
0.021
0,021
0.007
0.007
0.066
0.065
0 .126
0.126
0. 137
0.087

U1

0.053
0.110
0.065
0.132
0.042
0.192
u. t+ I
0.122
0.040
0.042
0.042
0.01 5
0.015
0. 134
0 .132
0.262
0.262
0.255
0. 178

A number of points should be noted before we examine and

evaluate the results of the two tabl-es presented. Eirst,
our sample size is smalL. I n total ¡,¡e have only 24 observa-

tions. Second, our sample is stretched across two dis-
tinctì-y different time periods. We have 'l 1 observations
from lhe pre-liberation period and 13 observations from thè
post-li be rat ion period. The model has produced simulated
values of these two periods.

earlier, in any empirical work

Finally, as !¡e have noted

of the less developed coun-
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TÀBLE 5. 2

Mean-Square-Error Decomposition proportions

Var iable

RC
RI P
ACA
ACJ
TAX
PRJ
RXO
MO
RGÐP
GDP
RDI
TOF
QSFD
QJ
TJD
QRJX
RXRJ
PRJN
CA

US

0.092
0.023
0.3s8
0.130
0.021
0.102
0,026
0.014
0.096
0.051
0.098
0.081
0.050
0.004
0,141
0.240
0.240
n ?¿¿
0.043

UC

0.097
0.975
0.606
0.866
0.964
0.889
0.969
0.986
0.904
0.939
0.902
0.886
0.917
0.983
0.846
0.747
0.747
0.617
0.927

UM

0.001
0.002
0.036
0.004
0.016
0.009
0.00s
0.000
0.001
0.011
0.000
0.034
0.034
0.013
0.013
0.013
0.013
0.040
0.030

UR

0.167
0.004
0.054
0.004
0.030
0.454
0.001
0.113
0.146
0.064
0.'f55
0.054
0.032
0.206
0.507
0.500
0.500
0. 188
0.099

UÐ

0.832
0.995
0.910
0.992
0.955
0.537
0.994
0.887
0.854
0.925
0.845
0.9 13
0.934
0.781
0.480
0 .487
0.487
0,773
0.871

tries we encounter two types of data problems --- avail-
ability and reliability. I.¡e share these common problems

with all other researchers.

In the light of the points made above, the simulation
results reported in the tables here are fairly good. It is
to be remembered that ¡,¡ e have performed dynamic simuLtaneous

simulation. The error statistics of static simuLation (not

reported here) are even smaller than our reported results.
Our results al.so compare very well r,¡ith some other macro

model simulations of LDCS. For example, our RMSPE statis-
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tics reported in table 5.1 are in general as good or beLter

than studies done by Rashid (1981, 1984) and Semudram

(1982). Unfortunately we cannot compare our other statis-
tics with these studies as they do not report them.

We can see from table 5.1 that some of the RMSPE are

higher than the others, It is instructive to evaluate them

at this stage. Hor'rever, a distinction must be made betv¡een

the dependent variables of the behavioral equations with
those of the identities. If the RMSPE of the dependent

variable of a stochastic equation is high and the variable
enters in an identity, it automatically causes the RMSPE of
the identity to be high. This has happened in the case of

the variables oRJX, RXRJ and PRJN in table 5.1.

Àgain, an identity of special interest to us, CA, is a

residual of other variables. In such cases, even if abso-

Lute deviations are not high they may be high in percentage

terms because the values may be close to zero. this ís
precisely why CÀ has high RMSPE. The plot of the variable
showing actual and simulated values (below) reveals that the

predicted values are fairly close to actual values over

time.

For the behavioral. equations it is useful to analyse the

deconposition of the mean-square-error in order to under-

stand the sources of error. The decompositions reported in
table 5.2 --- the Theil inequality proportions --- can no!¡

be examined to anaLyse the errors.
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It is essential to distinguish between systematic and

unsystematic sources of variation in error of the prediction
of a given variable. Às noted above, UM, US and UR measure

systematic error. presence of systematic errors is a matter
of concern in prediction. We observe from table 5.2 that
the bias proportion UM is low for aII variables. For vari-
able ACA, although the variance proportion US is rather
high, the alternative statistic, regression proportion UR,

is lor,¡. Since we do not have clear evidence of systematic
error, we conclude that the errors of forecast for ACÀ is
caused by unsystematic errors. Again, for variable pRJ

although r¡e have a high UR, the US is not very high.

Of all the behavioral equations only pRJ and RXO have

RMSPE of more than 20 percent. The next highest one is RIp
(table 5.1). Of these three RIp and RXO do not show any

signs of systematic error; their respective UM, US, and UR

are very Lo!¡ (tab1e 5.2). OnJ.y in the case of pRJ, as noted
in the above paragraph, is there some inconclusive evidence
of systemal ic error.

The relatively higher RMSPE for variable RIp --- private
investment --- should not be surprising. Investment is in
general a more volatile component of national expenditure.
The other two variables with high RMSPE --- pRJ and RXO

---belong to the externaL sector of the model. More accu-
rate predictions of these variables would require incorpora-
tion into the model more detaiLed informaLion about the
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countries who trade with Bangladesh. The scope of that
expansion is so extensive that it can be a subject matter of
an altogether different study. In our case lhe marginal
costs of such expansion would be much greater Lhan the mar-

ginal benefits. Moreover, the error statistics, as they

stand no!¡, are comparable to other studies cited above.

The statistics of model validation presented and analysed

above are measurès that calculate average prediction error
over the sample period. They provide us ¡,¡ith useful infor-
mation about overall performance of the prediction, but fail
to furnish us ¡,¡ith an important feature of prediction which

is of interest to us --- how wel1 the model predicts the
turning points in the actuaL data, For that matter a visual
presentation of t.he actual and simulated values over time is
most appropriate, The figures below plot actual and simu-

Iated values of respective variables over time on the same

graph. This form of presentation allows us to see ho!¡ the
model tracks the historical values.

We have presented the plots of all behavioral equations.
In the policy analysis of the next chapter we will, however,

be most interested in examining the effects of our poJ-icies

on the reaL gross domestic product and the current account

balance. Therefore, in the last two we present plots of
RGDP and CÀ.
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Given the limitations of our predictions discussed ear-
lier in this chapter our figures demonstrate reasonably good

plots of the variables, The plots of static simulation (not
presented here) are even better than dynamic simulation. We

observe here that a lot of turning points appear with either
a lag or are predicted a period or t$ro ahead.

The ploL of the two variables of keen interest for the
next chapter --- RGDP and CA -*- are very good. The pre_

dicted values are very close to historical values and they
track the actual vaLues very weIJ..

5.3 CONCLUDING REMARKS

Ex-post or historical simuLation is the most important test
tha! a simulation model must undergo before it can be uti-
lized for policy analysis. We have put our model to that
test in this chapter.

Based on the resulls of the various statislics of fit
used in this chapter to test the predictive capacity of our
nodel, we can say that it has passed this crucial test.
These tests were based on a dynamic simuLtaneous simula!ion
of the model, which takes into account not only the interre_
lationships and feedbacks of the variables in the model, but
al.so its dynamic structure as it feeds into the simulation
the predicted values of lagged endogenous variable when the
model is being solved. It is definitely the most stringent
test.
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I.le have compared the resuLts of our dynamic simulation
with that of static simulation. On the average, as ex-
pected, the error statistics are somewhat lärger in dynamic

simulation, but not seriously so. There are no significant
changes or jumps in the estimales. The same comparison was

also done for the plots of the endogenous variabl-es. Once

again, we found slightty better fit !rith sLatic simulation.
With dynamic simulation more turning points were either
predicted in advance or with a Iag. However, the results of
dynamic simulation and the comparison with static simulation
suggests that our modeL is dynamically stable.



Chapter VI

POLICY ÀNÀLYSIS: FOOD SELF-SUFFICIENCY VERSUS
EXPORT PROMOTT ON

Having performed the tasks of estimation and then model

validation v¡ith historical simulation in the last chapter,
we now turn to policy analysis. The purpose of the policy
analysis, as outlined ín the introductory chapter, is to
examine the effects of policies which alLer the mix of agri-
cultural output on the real GÐp and the current account

balance. It is in this sense that we are interested in
examining the stability of the external sector in response

to a1tèrnative policies affecting agricul!ural product com-

position.

6.1 THE NATURE OF THE POLICY EXPERIMENTS

In Lhis chapter we perform some specific policy experiments

which are Iisted later in this section. However, it is
useful at the outset to briefly discuss the general nature

of policy simulat ions.

Pol icy simulat ions are basicalJ.y I'what i f " type of
studies where effects of a change in a policy instrument on

the dependent variable of interest are studied. Given the
parameter values of the equations and unchanged values of
aI1 other exogenous variables, ne!¡ policy variables for lhe

- 103 -
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policy instruments are usèd to obtain the predicted values

of the endogenous variables. These poJ. icy simulation val-ues

are then compared to the values predicted in historical
simulation, sometimes also known as control solution. The

changes beLween the predicted values of the two simulations
are the consequence of policy actions.

PoIicy simulations are Iike controlled laboratory experi-
ments r¡here al1 but the poJ-icy variable(s) in question are
held constant. The experiments are done !¡ithin the sample

period. This means that ¡.r e are essentia}ly examining what

wouLd have happened if one or more exogènous variables vrere

different within Lhe sample period, ceteris paribus.

PoIicy simulations need not be confined to experiments
with changes in the exogenous variables only. Consequences

of changes in the parameter valuès of explanatory variables
may also be obtained by simulating a model. policies which

lead to changes in such factors as the rnarginal tax rates,
marginal propensities to consume r sâVê, or irnport may be

evaluated by changing appropriaEe parameter values.
However, our experiments do not. invoÌve any changes in the
estimated parameters.

It is aLso important

simulat ion and ã forecast,
casts involve predictions

¡nake forecasts we predict

to distinguish between a policy
Unlike policy simulations fore-

beyond the sample per iod. t^then rve

the values of endogenous variables
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beyond the sample period on the basis of assumed values of
exogenous variables. This means that values of exogenous

variables beyond the sample period are to be provided for
the forecast. It may be noted that our policy experiments

do not involve forecasts beyond the sample period. More

specifically, r¡e wiII examine the effects of two distinct
policies --- poticies that promote food self-sufficiency and

policies that promote export expansion via increased tradi-
tional exports, jute. The instruments used are price poli-
cies and productivity increases.

Our estimation resuLts have sho!¡n that the relative price
of rice and jute are important explanatory variables for the
acreage decisions of the two crops. Changes in the relative
price will therefore lead to a change in the composition of
the agricultural output. The effects such changes on the
real GDP is traced by the policy simutations.

However, as pointed out earlier in the study, changes in
agricuJ.tural product composition also affect the current
account. as the volumes of imports and exports of food and
jute respectively undergo changes due to the policy move.

The net effect on the current account balance is a priori
un known .

The second policy instrument, productivity increases,
does not itself affect the allocation of land bet!¡een the
two crops in our model. It does however affect real GÐp and
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the current account. The effects of pure productivity in-
creases are rather obvious and predictable. We have, as a

matter of reaListic experiments, aLso combined productivity
and price changes in order to examine the effects of simul-
taneous changes in relative prices and productivities.

The experiments concerning changes in more than one

policy instrument simultaneousJ.y is not uncommon, and is
sometimes believed to be more realistic. The realism, need-

Iess to say, depends on the viability of the experiments in
question. It can be argued that increases in the relative
price of a crop and its productivity can go hand in hand.

Higher prices may make it possible for the producers to use

productivity augmenting inputs and techniques of production

which may otherwise be ou! their reach due to Io!¡ return
from the crops. It may also be possibJ,e for the policy
makers to promote these inputs and techniques more easily
when combined with price increases.

Ì,le have performed seven explicit policy
our model combining different changes in
ables. They are as f oIIor,¡s:

the price of rice to the

bhe product ivity of rice
s imul t aneous J.y the price

simulations with

the poL icy vari-

growers by 10%

by 10%

and producLivity

t.

2

Increasing

Increasing

Increasing

of rice by

Increasing

10% each.

the price of jute to the growers by 10%4.
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Increasing the productivity of jute by 10%

Increasing simultaneously the price and productivity
of jute by 10% each.

Increasing the price of jute to the gro!¡ers by 1O%

while jute export price is held constant.

It can be observed that the first three experiments re-
late to food sel-f-sufficiency and the last four relate to
promotion of tradi t i onal exports.

In our modeL, when the price of rice is increased, jute
prices remaining the same, it becomes relatively more at-
tractive, a priori, for the producers to produce more rice.
This Leads to reaÌlocation of land into rice and away forn
jute. The net effect on the real GDp depends on the rela-
tive changes in acreages and the productivities (exogenous)

for the different years. The final change in real GDp is
however a multiple of the initial change due to the mutti-
plier effect of the change in an exogenous variable.

The effect on the current account for the same policy
experiment has three principal sources. First, the food

price increase leads to higher food output and consequenÈly

Ior,¡er food imports. The outcome is unambiguous. Second,

jute output goes down and jute export voj-ume fal1s. This
leads to a rise in the export price of raw jute. Since

prices and quantities move in the opposite directions, the

net result is a priori unknown. Third, changes in real GÐp

5.

6.

7.
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due to the policy move cause changes in non-food imports.
The direction of this change is also a priori unknown be-

cause the direction of movement in real GÐp itself is un-

kno¡vn. The net change in current account balance is the sum

of the above three forces.

The effects of changes in jute price on real GDp and

currenL account wil-L a1so be transmitted by the same chan-

nels discussed above, except that food imports will increase
unambiguously due to decrease in domestic production.

6.2 POLICY SIMULATION RESULTS

Seven tables below present respectively the results of the
seven policy simuLations outlined above in terms of the
variables of our interest --- the real GDp and the current
account balance.

Each table presents predicted values of real GDp and

current account balance for the years 1960 to '1 985 produced

by both control. simulation and policy simulation. The con-
trol simulation values for real GDp is named CRGDP and the
policy simulation values are named pRGDp. Likewise, the
control and policy simulation values for current account
balance are named CCÀ and pCÀ respectiveJ.y. The differences
between the controL and policy simulation predicted values

are represented by DRcDp and DCA respectively for real GÐp

and current accounÈ balance. It may be worth noting that
real GDP is expressed in millions of. 1973 taka and current
account balance is expressed in mittions of current taka.
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6.3 ANÀLYSTS OF THE OUTCOMES OF POLICY SIMULÀTIONS

Our principal purpose in this chapter is to analyse the
effects of aLternative policies elaborated above on real GDp

and the current account baLance. Tables bel.ow report the
results of our policy simulations. l{e now examine the re-
sults of those policy experiments to see hor,,, the individual
policies affect real GDp and the current account balance.

6.3. 1 Policv Simulation No.!

In this simulation l¡e examine the effect of a 10% ín-
crease in rice prices. It is an experiment where price
increase via acreage responses promotes a move toward food

self-sufficiency.

Simulation results reported in table 6.1 shows that the
policy effec! on real GDp is ambiguous. However there is an

appearance of a pattern. The policy real GDp is lower than
control- real GDP during the pre-liberation period up Lo 1974

and only in 1980 during the post-liberation period. AII
other years during the post-liberation period demonsLrate

increase in real GDp,

Two factors are responsible for the changes in real GDp

in the model. First, as a result of increased rice acreage

food production increases which increases the real cDp.

Second, due to decreased jute acreage and consequent decline
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TÀBLE 6. 1

Policy SimuLation for a 10% Increase in Rice prices

Yea r CRGDP PRGDP DRGDP ccA PCA DCA

1961 31673.4
1962 37214.2
1963 37992.0
1964 42360.9
1965 43326.1
1966 44347.3
1967 44447.6
1968 48577 .4
1969 50210.4
1970 51922.4
1973 47869.6
1974 49942.1
1975 48412.3
1976 53836.4
1977 58523.4
1978 62441 .5
1979 64829.0
1980 68698.3
1981 75630.8
1982 76940.3
1983 80168. 1

1984 79516.7
1 985 78315.8

3 f658 .4 -1 5.0
36985. 9 -228.3
37683.9 -308. 1

42110.5 -250.4
43103 . 6 -222.5
44105.7 -241 .6
44231 .6 -216.0
48389.8 -187.6
50076.4 -134.0
51788.8 -133.6
477 40 .2 -129.449892.4 -49.748479.9 67 .6
54017 .8 181 .4
58694.5 171 .1
62ss8.5 1 17.0
64853.6 24.6
68640.2 -58. 1

75652.3 21 .5
77007.6 67.3
80242.9 74.8
79602.7 86.0
78368.8 53.0

-155 -147 8
-419 -312 107

-1553 -1362 191
-1086 -924 162
-891 -791 100

-1211 -1112 99
-413 -369 44
-683 -661 22
-879 -871 I

-1 439 -147 1 -32
-2927 -2943 -16
-4309 -4238 71
-6344 -6171 173
-8284 -787 1 41 3
-9061 -8928 133

-12774 -12852 -78
-15061 -15080 -19
-23660 -23499 161
-26036 -25656 380
-29502 -29077 425
-33997 -33587 410
-3017s -29854 321
-29892 -?9895 -3

in jute product.ion the real GÐP goes dov¡n. We computed the

elasticities of rice and jute acreages with respect to the

changes in relative prices of rice and jute from our simula-
tion resul-ts of the acreages of the two crops. The results
(not reported here), show that r¡hile the elasticity of jute
acreages remained fairly constant, only varying somewhat

randomly, the corresponding elasticity for rice acreagès

increased over the sample period. Since in absoLute terms

the total acreage of rice is much higher than that of jute,
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this has Ied to increases in rice output which have gradu-
aÌly outweíghed the loss of jute outpu! over the years.
This explains why the effect on real cÐp has been positive
in mos! post-liberat ion years.

Ànother factor that influences the outcome of po]icy
effects on real GÐp as well as the current account is the
exogenousLy determined yields of the tlro crops. yields of
the two crops vary randomly over the sample period which

means that an equal switch in the acreages between the two

crops produces different outcomes in terms of changes in
real GDP and the current account balance.

Àn examination of the current account baLance figures
shows that for all but five years --- 1970, 1971, 1g7g, 1979

and 1985 --- it registered improvement due to the policy
action.

The change in current account balance is the net effect
of three forces. First, higher food prices lead to in_
creases in food acreage, and consequently, increases in food

output. This causes food imports to decline, which in turn,
produces an improvement in the current account balance. We

examined lhe breakdo¡,¡n of the components of the current
account which change due to this policy action (not reported
here). From that investigation we find that food irnports do

decLine unambiguously.
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Second, changes in non-food imports take place due to
changes in real GDP, Further examination shows t,hat the

non-food imports are higher for the years in which real GDp

increased and lower for those years registering a decline in

the real GDP.

FinalIy, changes in nominal jute exports take place due

to the policy move. Higher food prices lead to a reduction

in juLe production, and consequently exports, due to substi-
tution in production. Holrever, lower exports raise export
prices of jute. The ne! result --- changes in nominal ex-
ports --- depends on the relative changes in guantity and

prices as the two move in the opposite directions. An exan-

ination of the percentage changes of the two variabLes shor,¡s

that the changes in quantity have, for a1I bu! five years,

been higher than that of price. Therefore, for all but five
years this component has caused current account balance to
deteriorate due to the poJ-icy experiment.

It can be seen from the above discussion that the net

change in real GDP as well as the current account balance

cannot be a priori determined for the given policy experi-
ment. Our simulation results show that they can be positive
for some years and negative for the others, and that expla-
nations for such results can be found by decomposing them

into their constituent parts.
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For changes in real GDp, the results depend on the rela-
tive changes in the ouLput of the t!¡o commodities. The

output level,s vary due to differences in the elasticities of
acreage response to price changes as well as variation in
yields. If yields were held constant v¡e would have experi-
enced definite increases in real GÐp because acreage ei.as-

ticity of rice was observed to increase over the sample

period.

In the case of the current account baLance the outcome is
the producL of a somewhat more complicated interaction of
its different components. Improvements in terms of lower
food imports is clear and unambiguous. The changes in ex-
port earnings due to decreases in jute acreage and output is
not very clear. In most years export earnings go down, but
its magnitude depends on the movement of the export price.
Finally, increases in real GDp also lead to increases in
non-food imports. This factor causes current account baL-

ance to deteriorate.

Our analysis therefore leads us to conclude that under

the structure of the economy characterized by our model a

drive to food self-sufficiency by increasing the reLative
price of rice does not produce clearcut gains in terns of
reaL GDP and the current account balance,



6.3.2 Policv Simulation No.2

This simulation examines the effect of a 10% increase in
food yield for all the years in our sample. It is also a

food seLf-sufficiency experiment caused by changes in non-

price factors in production. productivity increases can be

achieved by several factors like introduction of new seed-

fertilizer technology or by increasing subsidies on inputs
which increase productivity.

Table 6.2 shor,¡s that the effect
cDP is unambiguously positive.
without any corrèsponding fal1 in
increase in the policy real GDp.

of such a policy on real
Rice output increases

jute output producing an

The net change in the current account balance is, how-

ever, not unambiguous. In eight of the twenty three years

for r,rhich we have predicted values of current account baI-
ance, the balance deleriorates due to the poticy change.

Under t.his poJ.icy experiment there is no change in the

export of jute. Changes in current account balance are

caused by the net effect of decreased imports of food due to
increased rice output, and increased non-food imports caused

by higher levels of real cDp. Deterioration in the current
account balance is caused in the eight years due to non-food

imports rising faster than the decline in food imports.
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TABLE 6.2

PoJ.icy Sirnulation for a 10% Increase in Rice yields

Yea r CRGDP PRGDP

35204.2
42012.6
43108.7
48289.8
49516.5
50561 .9
50430.5
54894.3
56802.8
58763.4
54257.1
56792.8
55205.2
61137 .7
65671.3
6997 1 .3
72379.2
7 6298 .6
83675.0
85061 .9
88s48.3
88089. 5
86791 -4

DRGDP ccÀ PCA DCÀ

1961 31673.4
1962 37214.2
1963 37992.0
1964 42360.9
1965 43326.1
1966 44347.3
1967 44447,6
1968 48577 .4
1969 50210.4
1970 51922.4
1973 47869.6
197 4 49942.1
1975 48412.3
1976 53836.4
1977 58523.4
1978 62441 .5
1979 64829.0
1980 68598.3
'1 981 75630.8
1982 75940.3
1983 80168.1
1 984 79516.7
1 985 783 15.8

3530.8 -1554798.4 -4195116.7 -1s535928.9 -10866190.4 -8916214.5 -12115982,9 -4136316.9 -6836592.4 -879
6841 .0 -14396387.5 -29276850.7 -43096792.9 -6344
7301 . 3 -82847147.9 -90617529.8 -127747550.2 -1s0617600.3 -236608044.2 -26036
8121 .6 -295028380.2 -339978572.8 -301758475.6 -29892

148 303
-38 381

-1780 -227
-724 362
-543 348

-1114 97
-3s 378

-399 284
-620 259

-1332 107
-2413 514
-2557 1752
-4827 1517
-5205 3079
-8421 640

-13527 -753
-15333 -272
-24307 -647
-25141 895
-29627 -125
-34839 -842
-30721 -s46
-32695 -2803

The somewhat surprising result of the current account
balance deteriorating in eight of the sample years does not
imply that marginal propensity to nonfood inports with re-
spect to real GDP was greater than unity. Our exarnination
of the results in real terms (not reported here) revealed
that the current account balance irnproved for alL years when

evaluated in 1973 taka values. Hor,rever, for the purposes of
current account balance we evaluate the changes in food and

nonfood imports in terms of current taka values. Due Èo the
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differences in the movements of import prices.of food and

nonfood items, the conversions into nominal- taka produce net

deterioration in the current account balance for eight
years. In other words, for these years the food import

saving in nominal taka due to increased food output were

Less than norninal taka increases of nonfood imports due to
increased cÐP.

It can be concluded from the discussion of the present

policy simulation that although food self-sufficiency via
increased productivity of rice wiIl increase real GÐp it
si11 not necessarily improve the current account baLance.

6.3.3 Pol. icv Simulation No.3

Tab1e 6.3 presents the results of the policy simula!ion
where both rice prices and yields are simultaneously in-
creased by 10%. It is an experiment where price and non-

price policies may be utilized as complimentary instruments.
Ho!¡ever, as pointed out before, some productivity increases

can be induced by higher prices. Needl-ess to say, this is
aLso an experiment in food-self sufficiency.

We can see from table 6.3 that increases in real GÐp is
registered for all the years in our sample. productivity

increase are the principal forces behind this uniform out-
come. This can be understood by examining tabi.e 6.1, 6.2

and 6.3 together. DRGDP in table 6,3 is higher than table
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TABLE 6. 3

Simultaneous I0% Increase in Rice prices and yields

Yea r CRGDP PRGDP DRGDP ccÀ PCA DCÀ

'I 961 31673.4
1962 37214.2
1963 37992.0
1964 42360.9
1 965 43326.1
1966 44347.3
1967 44447.6
1968 48577 .4
1969 50210.4
1970 51922.4
1973 47869.6
197 4 49942.1
1975 48412.3
1976 53836.4
1977 58523.4
1978 62441 .5
1979 64829.0
1980 58698.3
1981 75630.8
1982 7 6940 ,3
1983 80168.1
1984 79516.7
1985 78315.8

35 1 99.0 3525. 6
41797 .3 4583. I
42817 .6 4825.6
48063.4 5702.5
49320.4 5994.3
50347.3 6000.0
50242.5 5794.9
54735. 3 6157 .9
56698.2 6487 .8
58 659. 5 6737 .1
54 156.7 6287 .1
56776.4 6934.3
55311.8 6899.5
61368.0 7s31.6
65890.7 7367 .3
70134.0 7692.5
72445.8 7616.8
76277 .7 7579.4
83739.2 8108.4
8517 4 .9 8234.6
88668 ,8 8500. 7
88223.1 8706.4
86887.2 857 1 .4

-155 156 31 1

-419 70 489
-1553 -1590 -37
-1086 -5s9 527
-891 -441 450

-1211 -10'1 4 197
-41 3 11 424
-683 -376 307
-879 -611 268

-1439 -1364 75
-2927 -2427 500
-4309 -247 6 18 33
-6344 -4642 1702
-8284 -4766 3518
-9061 -8283 778

-12774 -13611 -837
-15061 -15357 -296
-23660 -24153 -493
-26036 -24755 1281
-29502 -29200 302
-33997 -34436 -439
-30175 -30403 -228
-29892 -32717 -2825

6.2 for those years for
table 6.1 . In these

reinforced by positive

which the variable is positive in
years the productivity effects are

price effects to produce an even

higher level of increase in real GDp. The converse holds
for those years which regisler negative DRGDP in table 6.1 .

The most powerful policy experiment in favour of food-
self sufficiency also produces mixed outcome with respect Lo

changes in the current account balance. A breakdown of the
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components reveaLs that the country saves by importing less
food but spends more on non-food imports due to increases in
real cÐP. At the same time higher relative price of rice
for most years leads to lower export revenue from jute.

with respect to this policy simulation we also make the

sarne conclusion as in the preceding one, and maintain that a

move toward self-sufficiency in food through a combination

of price and non-price instruments increases real GDp but

does not necessarily improve the current account balance.

6. 3.4 Policy Simulation No.!
This simulation is the first of four experiments which ex-
amine the effect of the promotion of traditional exports for
r,¡hich the country has favourable resource endowments. In
the case of the Bangladesh economy this commodity, as we

have noted earlier, is jute. We focus our attention in this
experiment to a 10% increase in the grower's price of jute.

We have presented the resu1ts of this simulation in table
6.4 . It can be seen that for five years in our sample

period reaL cDP in fact declines due to this policy experi-
ment. For those years the gains from increased jute output
as a resuLt of higher jute prices were outvreighed by de-

creased food output due to decline in rice acreages. Once

again, exogenously determined different 1evels of productiv-
ities of the two crops also play an important roLe in pro-
ducing this outcome.
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Simulation f.or a 10%

TABLE 6.4

Increase in JuLe Prices to Gro!¡ers

Yea r CRGDP PRGDP DRGÐP ccA PCA DCÀ

1961 31673.4
1962 37214.2
1963 37992,0
1964 42360.9
1 965 43326.1
1966 44347,3
1967 44447.6
1968 48577 .4
1969 50210.4
1970 51922.4
1973 47869.6
1974 49942.1
1975 48412.3
1976 53836.4
1977 58523.4
1978 62441 .5
1979 64829.0
1980 68698.3
1981 75630.8
1982 76940.3
'1 983 80168. 1

1984 79516.7
1985 78315.8

3l708.5 3s. 1

37489.6 275.4
38362.7 370 .7
42681 .6 320.7
43620.3 294.2
44663.7 316.4
44737 .9 290.3
48837. 6 260.2
50413.2 202.8
52125.5 203.1
48066.7 197.1
50059.4 117.3
48411.5 -0.8
53729.6 -106.858426.8 -96.662399.1 -42.4
64881 .2 52.2
68832. 5 134.2
75687.6 s6.8
76952.6 12.3
80172.2 4.1
79512.0 -4.778338.6 22.8

-155 -166 -11
-419 -563 -144

-1553 -1798 -245
-1086 -1287 -201
-891 -1022 -131

-121 1 -1346 -'1 35
-413 -481 -68
-683 -726 -43
-879 -901 -22

-1439 -1420 19
-2927 -2930 -3
-4309 -4291 -82
-6344 -6526 -182
-8284 -8715 -431
-9061 -9229 -168

-12774 -12741 33
-15061 -15107 -46
-23660 -23917 -257
-26036 -26491 -455
-29502 -30023 -521
-33997 -34525 -528
-30175 -30610 -435
-29892 -29993 -101

With the exception of only two years, the current account

balance due Lo this policy move deteriorates in comparison

with control simulation. This apparentLy unexpected result
is produced by a combination of different factors. The

increases in food imports have been larger than the gains in
terms of jute export earnings for most of the years. The

gains in terms of export earnings have been small because

increased production and exports put downward pressure on

the export price of jute. JuLe export earnings in fact fell
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in five of our sample periods. That was caused by a propor-
tionately higher decline in price in comparison to increase
in export volume for those years.

Àgain, we find that for al1 but five years, real GDp

increases due to this policy action. The increases in real
GDP lead to increases in non-food imports. This factor
makes the current account balance deteriorate even further.

The lesson that we learn from this policy simulation is
that promotion of tradítional exports may not necessarily be

the answer to the difficulties with the current account.
Our results show this to be the case with Bangladesh.

6.3.5 Pol icy Simulation No.5

This policy simulation is the counterpart of simulation no.2
for rice. Here we experiment with an uniform increase of
10% in the productivity of jute. The results are presented

in tabl-e &poltabe .

In the present case we obtain
real cDP very much like tabte 6.2

jute yield and output there is no

rice output.

unambiguous increase

because ¡rith increases

corresponding dec rease

1n

1n

1n

For all but t$ro years, however, the current account bal-
ance deteriorates. Although no change in food imports is
involved in this case, the increases in non-food imports due
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TABLE 6.5

PoIicy SimulaLion for a f0% Increase in Jute yieLds

Year CRGÐP

1961 31673.4
1962 37214,2
1963 37992.0
1964 42360.9
1965 43326.1
1966 44347,3
1967 44447.6
1968 48577 .4
1969 50 21 0. 4
197 0 51922.4
1973 47869.6
197 4 49942.1
1975 48412.3
1976 53836.4
1977 58s23.4
1978 62441 .5
19"19 64829.0
1980 68698.3
1981 7s630.8
1982 76940.3
1983 80168.1
'1 984 79516,7
1985 78315.8

PRGDP

32082.7
37924.1
38846. 7
43211.2
44143.8
45169 .4
45236.5
49327 .9
50894.9
52615.0
48551 .2
50573.2
48961 . s
54392 .9
59088.0
63036.4
65493.3
5940s. 6
76310.8
77 609 .9
80837.9
80208.5
78972.1

ÐRGÐP CCÀ PCÀ

409.3 -155 -179709.9 -419 -658854.? -1s53 -1959850.3 -1086 -138'1817.7 -891 -1074822.1 -1211 -1407788.9 -413 -492750.5 -683 -735684.5 -879 -902692.6 -1439 -1412
681 .6 -2927 -2906631.1 -4309 -4311549.2 -6344 -6466
ss6. 5 -8284 -8614564.6 -9061 -9274594.9 -12774 -12843664.3 -15061 -15222707.3 -23660 -24172680.0 -26036 -26660669.6 -29502 -30314669.8 -33997 -34955691.8 -3017s -30951
656. 3 -29892 -30358

DCÀ

-24
-239
-406
-295
-183
- 196

-79
-52
-23

27
21

-122
-330
-213
-69

-161
-512
-624
-812
-958
-776
-466

to increases in

export revenues.

baLance is ve ry

Here also, our

real cDP outweigh the increases in jute

The reasons for the deterioration of Lhe current. account

much similar to those in simulation no. Z.

examination of thê results in real terms (not

reported here) revealed that the current account balance

improved for al1 years when measured in constant 1973 taka.
The deterioration of the current account balance in nominal
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terms is again due to increased imports in nominal taka

being higher than increases in the nominal vaLue of jute
exports. The gains from jute exports are further diminished

due to fall in raw jute exports prices as a result of in-
creases in quantities exported. Hence, the net effects for
aII but two years is detrioration in the current account

balance.

FoIlowing the conclusion of the preceding simulation we

may once again maintain that the promo!ion of traditionaL
exports may not nècessarily sol-ve the problems with the

current account. The present simulation however sho$rs that
an increase in reat GDp is nevertheless attainabLe l¡ith
productivity increases in the export crop.

6.3. 6 Policy Simulation No.6

This policy simulation advances the move towards export
promotion more poverfully than lhe Last lwo policies. It is
designed to capture the effects of a simultaneous increase
in jute price to gro!¡ers and jute productivity by 1o%.

Simulation results presented in Table 6.6 sho¡+ that real
GDP increases unambiguously for this policy experiments.
The consequences of this policy simuLation on real GÐp is
similar to that of the third simulation above. For most

years positive influence of productivity increase on real
GDP is reinforced by positive effecls of jute price in-
creâsê.
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TÀBLE 6.6

Sinultaneous 10% Increase in Jute prices and yields

Year CRGÐP

1961 31673.4
1962 37214.2
1963 37992.0
1964 42360.9
1 965 43326.1
1966 44347.3
1967 44447.6
1968 48577 .4
1969 50210.4
1970 51922.4
1973 47869.6
197 4 49942.1
1975 48412.3
1976 53836.4
1977 58523.4
1978 62441 .5
1979 64829.0
1980 68698.3
1 98 1 7s630.8
1982 76940.3
1983 80168.1
1984 79516.7
1 985 78315.8

PRGDP DRGDP

32130.2 456.8
38238. 9 1024.7
39269.9 1277 .9
43585.8 1224.9
44491 . s 't 165.4
45542.0 1194.7
45581 .3 1.1 33.7
49640.2 1062.8
51144.8 934.4
52865.5 943.1
48794.4 924.8
50732.5 790.4
48996. 1 583.8
54319.9 483.5
59025. 7 502.3
63031 .4 s89. 9
65589.1 760.1
69587.0 888.7
76412,2 781 .4
77664.9 724.6
80883.9 71 5.8
80246.6 729.9
79036.1 720.3

CCA PCA DCÀ

-15s -203 -48
-419 -869 -450

-1s53 -2289 -736
-1086 -1648 -562
-891 -1257 -366

-1211 -1601 -390
-413 -605 -192
-683 -815 -132
-879 -951 -72

-1439 -1423 16
-2927 -295s -28
-4309 -4429 -120
-6344 -6683 -339
-8284 -9116 -832
-9061 -9515 -454

-12774 -12886 -112
- 1s061 -15381 -320
-23660 -24578 -918
-26036 -27249 -1213
-29502 -30996 -1494
-33997 -35673 -1676
-3017s -31584 -1409
-29892 -30620 -728

The simul-ation results also show that except for only one

year, al1 other years register a delerioration in lhe cur-
rènt account balance. When we compare our present results
!¡ith those of the other t!¡o export promoting simuLations in
tables 6.4 and 6.5 we find that the present policy has the
greatest deteriorating effect on the current account baI-
ance.
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The situation is worse Lhan poLicy simutation no.5 be-

cause unlike the present policy there is no increase in food

imports when only jute productivity is increased. Moreover,

in the presenE case increases in non-food imports are

greater in most years due to greater 1evel of increases in
real cDP. The positive effects of slightly higher jute
export revenue in this simulation fail to outweigh the neg-

ative effects mentioned above, producing a deterioration in
the current account balance.

Again, when we compare the present simulation with simu-

Iation no.4 above, which captures the effects of increase in
grower's price of jute, we also find that the current ac-

count balance deteriorates in the present case. Furlher
examination reveals that increase in food imports are the

same for the two simulations. However, the negative effects
of increases in non-food imports caused by higher real GDp

outweigh the positive effects of increases in jute export
revenues. Ho!¡ever, for some years jute export revenue it-
self deteriorates because for those years export prices of
jute decrease reJ.atively more than the increases in export
volumes of jute.

This policy simulation once again leads us to conclude

that policies to promote jute exports leads to a deteriora-
tion in the current account balance. However, it should be

noted that we do experience improvements in real GDp.
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6.3.7 Policv Simulation No.Z

Our final simulation examines the effect of a 10% in-
crease in grower's price of jute while jute export prices
are held constant, This means we are now examining the

consequences of the assumption that changes in ra¡,¡ jute
exports by Bangladesh do not produce any changes in export
prices. Bangladesh is therefore assumed to be a small par-
ticipant in a world jute market where jute prices as deter-
mined exogenously; Bangladesh can export any amount at the
going wortd price without affecting the price.

As can be seen from table 6.7 the effect on reat GDp is
the same as that of policy sirnulation no.4 presented in
table 6.4 where jute export. price was allowed to vary. The

effect is the same in both simulations because variation in
jute export prices affect jute export revenues in current
taka but not reaL exports of jute measured in real taka.
Increases in real GÐP is smaller than policy simulations
where jute productivities are increased, as can be seem from

tables 6.5 and 6.6 .

The effect on the current account balance of this policy
experiment is rnixed. In eLeven out of twenty three years

the predicted current account deteriorates. It shows im-
provements on lhe rest. Hot¡ever, compared to a situation
where export price of jute varies, policy simulation no.4,
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TÀBLE 6.7
'I 0% Increase in Jute Grower price, Export price Const.

Yea r CRGÐP PRGDP DRGDP ccA PCA DCA

1961 31673.4
1962 37214.2
1963 37992.0
1964 42360.9
1 965 43326.1
1966 44347.3
1967 44447.6
1968 48577 .4
1969 50210.4
1970 51922.4
1973 47869.6
197 4 49942.1
1975 48412.3
1976 53836.4
1977 58523.4
1978 62441 .5
1979 64829.0
1980 68698.3
1981 7s630.8
1982 76940.3
1983 80168.1
1984 79516,7
1985 783 1s.8

31708.5 35.'1
37489.6 275.4
38362.7 370.7
42681 .6 320.7
43620.3 294.2
44663.7 316.4
44737 .9 290.3
48837. 6 260.2
50413 .2 202.8
52125.5 203..1
48066.7 197.1
50059. 4 117 .3
48411.5 -0.8
53729.6 -106.858426.8 -96.662399.1 -42.4
64881 .2 52.2
68832.5 134.2
75687.6 55.8
76952.6 12.3
8017 2 .2 4.1
79512.0 -4.778338.6 22-8

-155 -132 23
-419 -401 18

-1553 -1580 -27
-1086 -1 1 10 -24
-89'1 -885 6

-1211 -1196 15
-413 -376 37
-683 -636 47
-879 -833 46

-1439 -1363 76
-2927 -2847 80
-4309 -4329 -20
-6344 -6458 -114
-8284 -8550 -266
-9061 -9090 -29

-12774 -1?634 140
-15061 -14968 93
-23660 -23706 -46
-26036 -26278 -242
-29502 -29754 -252
-33997 -34189 -192
-3017s -30300 -125
-29892 -29805 87

we have improvements in the current account baLance for the
prèsent simuLation. Nevertheless, constancy of jute export
prices does not guarantee an improvement

account balance.

If we examine the decomposition of the sources of change

in the current account balance for the present simulation
and compare it with policy simulation no.4 (jute export
price variable) we find Èhat for both simulations the magni-

in the current
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tude of increase in food imports are the same. Again, the

magnitude of change in non-food imports are also the same

for both simulations. The reasons for these are quite ob-

vious. For both simulations thè incrèase in grower's price
of jute by 10% produces the same real-Iocation of resources
ì.eading to the same increase in food imports and an equal
change in real GDp. Equal changes in real GDp in turn
produce uniform changes in non-food imports.

The gains from expanded jute exports are, needless to
sayr higher in our present simulation because more is now

exported at unchanged prices. Ho!¡ever, the gains from in-
creased export revenue fall short of increased import pay-

ments in eleven years of our sample period.

The results of this simulation indicaLes that even under

more favourable conditions policies to promote traditional
exports do not necessarily produce improvements in current
account balance.

6.4 CONCLUDING REMÀRKS

In this chapter lre have examined the consequences of two

very irnportant and crucial policy questions for BangJ.adesh

--- the issues of food self-sufficiency and exporL promo-

tion. Both issues are also interreLated because, as our
model of the economy shows, policies which affect food pro-
duction al-so affect export revenues via its effect on jute,
and vice versa.
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we have examined the outcomes of policies rvhich promote

either of the two issues with the help of seven policy simu-

Iations. In assessing the impacts of these simulations on

the economy, we focused our attention to the effects on two

variables --- real GDp and the current account balance.

In terms of the effects on real GÐp, we find Lhat poli-
cies which promote food self-sufficiency via increased pro-
ductivity have the greatest positive impact. lncreased
productivity combined nith rice price increase also produce

substantial increases in real GDp. F,or these policies pre-
dicted increase in real GDp range from 10 to f4 percent.

Yield increases in jute in isolation, or combined r¡ith
jute price increase, also ì.ead to increases in real GÐp.

However, the increases here are much smaLLer and are in the
range of 0.8 to 3.3 percent. the effects of jute produc-

tivity is smaller because total- acreage under jute is sig-
nificantly smaller lhan rice. Hence, productivity increases
in rice has a much greater impact on reaL GDp.

It is worth noting here that there are costs in insti-
tuting productivity increases. There may be real resource

costs if resources are to be diverted from alternative uses.

If resources are obtained in the form of foreign aid then

the costs are opportunity cost in terms of their alternative
use. However, it is beyond the scope of our present work to
assess the costs and investigate how they may be financed.
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of the policies which promote

the costs are calculated, net

ated.
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predict the expected benefits
productivity increases; once

benefits can easily be evalu-

Policies which focus on pure price changes do not produce

clearcut uniform effects on real GDp. They demonstrate a

mixture of positive and negative effects. This is evident
from the DRGDP figures in tables 6.1 and 6.4 We can

therefore concLude that if increases in real GDp is our
target, price policies should be used in combination with
policies which promote increases in productivities.

The single most important variable of interest in this
study is the current account balance and its reaction to the
policy simula!ions. Among the three components which cause

changes in current account --- food imports, non-food im_

ports and jute exports --- changes in food imports are
clearly predictable. The policies which promote food self-
sufficiency always lower food imports, and export promotion

through increased groerer's price of jute always increase it.

The second component, non-food imports can only be pre-
dicted once the policy effect on real GÐp has been deter-
nined. Increases in real GDp increase non-food imports
which has a negative impact on the current account balance.
The reverse happens when real GÐp declines.
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The third component, changes in jute export revenues, is
the product of two changes --- quantity exported and export
price. Since price is inversely related to quanLity, the
effect of a poì.icy on jute export revenue depends on the
relative changes in the two variabLes.

The net effect of the three components on the current
account balance is a priori unknown. AlI seven simulations
produce mixed results in the sense that for aI1 of them

current account balance improves for some years and deterio-
rates for others. However, it can be seen from tables 6.1

to 6.7 that in many cases food self-sufficiency poì.icies
also produce relatively better current account balance.

The relative lack of success of poticies promoting ex-
ports is clearly observable. Even a poLicy simulation which

holds the export price of jute constant faiLs to produce

uniform improvements in thè current account balance. The

gains from export promotion are not substantiat interms of
increased export revenue, but food import expenditures in-
crease substantiaLLy due to increased imports of food volume

as v¡el1 as rising food prices in thè international narket.
Further deterioration is broughË about by the high rnarginal
propensity of non-food imports. Whenever real GDp in-
creases, the induced increase in these imports leads to an

increase in import expenditures. The net result is mostly
an adverse effect in terms of the current account balance.
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We can conclude that if the stabiLization of the current
accoun! balance is an important policy target, it may be

done via diversification (of exports or import substitution)
and not expansion of traditional exports.



Chapter VI I

CONCLUS I ONS

This is a thesis on the Bangladesh economy examining prima-

rily the effecLs of aLternative policies on the stability of
the current account balance. The alternative policies are

broadly policies which change reLative prices of rice and

jule to producers and policies which increase productivities
of the Lwo crops. The effects of these poLicies on real GÐp

is also examined.

The basic issue is important for Bangladesh for several
reasons. First, Bangladesh has been running an increasing
current account deficit over the years and an ever in-
creasing external debt. Second, as an individual item food

accounts for the Iargest proportion of the import bil1.
Third, jute is the single largest export commodity. Fourth,
rice and jute compete for l-and in agriculture so that any

policy move which changes the composition of agricuLtural
output of these tlro crops wiIl affect not only the real GÐp,

but also the current account balance. FinaIly, the issue is
important because food self-sufficiency has l-ong been an-

nounced to be a major goal by the government. Along with
food self-sufficiency ve have also sought to examine the

effects of the alternative poLicy of export promotion.

- 132
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The issues in economic stabilization surveyed in chapter
2 shows that studies have not been undertaken to explicitly
examine the external sector stabilizabion effects of the
performance of the agricuJ.ture sector and changes in agri-
cuLtural output composition. This thesis contributes to the
Iiterature by explicitly examining these issues.

In the light of the above, the Bangladesh economy makes

an interesting case study because the single Iargest import
(food) and the most important export (jute) are both agri-
cultural products. Moreover, these are also the two most

important commodities of domestic agriculture.

The macroeconomic model constructed ín this thesis pre-
cisely took these factors into âccount and laid out a di-
saggregated model for Bangladesh agriculture. The model

also Iinked the agriculture sector to both real cDp and the
current account balance, Any changes in any of the two

import.ant crops due to a policy action automatically works

its way into real GÐp and the current account balance.

The model estimated and simulated in chapter 5 has good

simulation characteristics. The error staListics and the
time plots of simutated vis a vis actual values presented

substantiate the vaLidity of the model .

The seven policy simulations undertaken and anaJ.ysed in
chapter 6 heLp us evaluate the predicted outcomes of alter-
native policies. If increases in real GDp is our target, we
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find the greatest success with policies which increase rice
productivity. Productivity increases in jute register rela-
tively smalLer increases in real GDp, We also find that
changes in relative prices of rice and jute produce mixed

results in terms of changes in real GDp --- increasing in
some years and decreasing in the others.

l^le have also explained that the effects of the poticy
simulations on the current account balance is a priori un-

known. In our poLicy experiments all seven simuLations
produce mixed results; for each simulation the current ac-
count balance improves for sone years and deteriorates for
the others. However, it Ì¡as observed that food self-
sufficiency pol.icies in many cases produce relatively better
current account bãlance. The failure of policies promoting

exports is also clearly observable because even an export
promotion policy which hol-ds expor! prices of jute constant
fails to improve the current account balance for all the
years in our sample period.

The general lack of improvement in the current account

balance is, as discussed in chapter 6, produced by a combi-
nation of different factors. In some cases, the change in
product composition and its consequent direct effect on

current account balance produced improvements. However, the
second round effects of increasing non-food imports due to
increases in GDP l-ed to the worsening of the external bat-
ance. In other cases, when jute exports were increased,
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current account balance deteriorated due to combined effect
of decreasing raw jute export prices as r¿eII as increasing
non-food imports vrhen GDp increased.

Based on the results produced by the policy experiments

of our model we wouLd conclude that policies to promote food

self-sufficiency are more appropriate for BangJ.adesh under

the currenL circumstances. This shouLd be achieved by a

combination of price and productivity increases for rice.
Àt the same time, if some productivity increases in jute can

be attained, the decline in jute production can also be

prevented.

Our proposed policy wiII unambiguously increase real GDp

and decrease food imports but its effects on the currènt
account balance is ambiguous. However, the effects are
generally better than expansion of Èraditional, exports.

We propose that in order to obtain improvements in the
current account balance the policies of food self-
sufficiency should be combined with policies that lead to
diversificatíon of exports and encourage appropriate import
substitution, Export diversification ¡,¡itI help reduce the
dependence on a singe commodiLy and import substitution wilL
help reduce Èhe leakages caused by rising real cDp attained
through the policy of food self-sufficiency. In other
words, these policies will help reduce the rnarginal and

average propensities to import. In view of the resource
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endo\,¡ments of the Bangladesh economy it may be cheaper in
terms of resource costs to promote the expansion of small-
scale and rural industries.

Limitations and Further Resea rch

It is important to put the thesis in perspective by dis-
cussing some of the limitations of the study which give

directions for further research,

The study is based on a partial equilibrium model in the

sense that aIl sectors (e.g. the monetary sector) of the

economy are not modelled. A general equilibrium modeL can

explain the structure of the economy in a more elaborate
fashion.

we are also constrained by a somewhat timited data base.

Besides the question of the quality of our data, which is
extremely difficuLt to assess, we also have only 24 observa-

tions. Even though our model is not very large, simulta-
neous estimation techniques could not be used to estimate

the parameters of the model. The results, the analyses and

the interpretations are made within these constraints of the
quality and quantity of data.

In the context of the composition of agricultural commod-

ities and substitution of one crop for another, the model

incorporates substitution only between jute and Aus rice,
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Aus is the wet season rice which competes with jute for
1and. This was driven by our objective of examining substi-
tution between jute and rice due to relative price changes.

However, changes in the price of rice also affect olher
varieties of rice gro\,¡n in other seasons and lead to substi-
tution with other crops. The present model implicitly as-
sumes these effects to be neutral. An expanded model which

incorporates these substitutions can help test our main-

tained hypothes i s.

An important feature of our modelling of the external
sector is that there is one to one correspondence between

changes in jute output and changes in ra!¡ jute exports,
This is because rre considered the worst possibì.e scenario,
especially for expansion in jute output. Since there is an

oligopolistic market for jute manufactured goods, we assumed

that any expansion in jute output ¡vill be sold as raw jute
in the international commodity market. To the extent that
Bangladesh is able to seII some of the increased jute output
in manufactured form, gains from the expansion of jute pro-
duction wiII increase --- both as value added to the do-

nestic output and also as increased export earnings. A

study which investigates the consequences of the expansion

of jute output and.its exports in different forms can help
determine if more gains can be made from the promotion of
traditional export s.
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Finally, our study does not model the issues of food aid
and the politics of food aid. A large proportion of
Bangladesh food imports are aid financed, Instabij.ities in
the exlernal secLor can also be caused by sudden changes in
food aid situaLion. The politics of food aid and its poten-

tial effects on the stability of the current account balance

can be the basis of an interesting expanded research.



Appendix A

Description of Data and their Sources

ACJ: Total acreage under jute production; thousands of
acres

ÀcJL: Àcreage of jute lagged by one period; thousands of
ac res

CÀ: Current account balance; millions of current taka

DELS: Change in food stock at farm Level over last. period;
thousands of long ton s

ER: Exchange rate index for taka; taka per unit of U.S.

dollar (1972-73=100)

GDP: Gross domestic product at market prices; miltions of
current ta ka

U: Aggregate nominal imports; millions of current taka

MO: Real imports of non-food commodities; millions of con-

stant taka (1972-73 = 100)

MRIK: Imports of raw materials, intermediate goods and

capital; miì.1ions of constant taka ( 1972-73=100)

- 139 -
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NFI: Net foreign inflow of unilateral transfers from

abroad; millions of current taka

NFS: Net foreign service account; millions of current taka

PFw: World price of food (1972-73 = 100) in Taka unit val-ue

i ndex

PFJL: Relat.ive price of food and jute lagged by one period;
( 197 3-7 a=1 00 )

Pl: ceneral price index -- cDp deflator (1972-73=1OO)

PJFL: Relative price of jute and food lagged by one period
(197 3-7 a=100)

PJM: Export price index for jute manufactures (1972-73=jO0)

PMO: Price index for non-food imports (1972-73 = 100)

PRJ: Export price index for raw jute prices (1972-73=1OO)

PxO: Price index for non-jute exports (1972-73 = 100)

ql: Tota1 quantity of jute produced; thousands of long tons

OSFD: ToLaL domestic supply of food; thousands of long tons

RC: Real aggregate consumption expenditure; millions of
constant taka ( 197 2-7 3=100)

RCL: Real aggregate consumption lagged by one period; mil-
Lions of constant taka ( 1972-73=100)
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RDI: ReaI aggregaLe disposable income; miIJ.ions constant

taka ( 1972-73=100)

RG: Real government current expenditures; millions of con-

stant haka (1972-73=100)

RGDPs ReaI gross domestic product at market prices; mi1-

lions of constant taka ( 1972-73 = 100)

RGDPL: Real gross domestic product lagged by one period;
millions of constant taka ( 1972-73=100)

RIG: ReaI government investment; millions of constant taka
( 197 2-7 3=100 )

RIP: Real private investment, millions of constant taka
( 197 2-7 3=100 )

RMFÀ: Real aid-financed food imports; millions of constant

taka ( 1972-73=100)

RMFNÀ: Real non-aid financed food imports; rnillions of
constant taka ( 197 2-7 3=100)

RxJ: Real exports of jute; mii-tions of constant taka
(1972-73 = 100)

RXO: Real exports of non-jute commodities; milions of con-

stant taka (1972-73 = 100)

TAX: Total nominal tax revenues; millions of current taka

!Ei{.: Tot.a1 supply of v¡heat; thousands of long tons
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YLJ: Average yield per acre of jute production; pounds per

Ðata Sourc e s

Data for this thesis have been compiled from the following
sources:

1 . Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics ( 1980) , Statistíca1
Year Book of Banql-adesh

2. Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics (1983-84),

Statistical Year Book of Banqladesh

3. Siddiquee, Baker À. ( 1988 ) , "Macroeconometric Models

for Developing Countries: A Case Study of
Bangladesh", Ph.Ð. Thesis, University of Manitoba

4. Wor1d Bank (1984), Banqladesh: Economic Trends and

DeveloÞment Àdministration, Vol . II: Statistical
appendix, Report No. 4822

5. World Bank (1985b), Banqladesh: Economic and Social
DeveloÞment ProsÞects, Vol. IV: Statistical Àppendix,

ReporL No. 5409

6. WorId Bank (1986), Banqladesh: Recent Economic

Developments and Medium Term ProsÞects , VoI. I I :

Statistical Appendix, Report No. 6049
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